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Abstract 
 

In recent years, family firms have been stressed as important contributors to economic 
wealth. An increased focus from both researchers and practitioners can therefore be 
seen in various forms such as research institutes and conferences. Furthermore, family 
firms are often treated as a group of similar kind while inherent differences are played 
down.  

From a theoretical perspective, organisations look at the behaviour of others that face 
similar complex situations, such as succession. Information can be found in institutional 
carriers who connect groups of firms. By imitating what is perceived as successful prac-
tices, family firms face the risk of employing inefficient procedures in times of succes-
sion. 

The purpose of this thesis was to investigate what kind of ideas Dagens Industri as 
institutional carrier communicates about succession in family firms. To fulfil the 
purpose, data was retrieved in the form of Dagens Industri articles concerning family 
businesses and succession. Interpretations were based on theoretical constructs on 
family firms as well as institutional theory. 

From our findings, it was observed that family firms differ on the basis of industry pres-
ence and ownership structure. Furthermore, importance of time and communication 
was stressed in Dagens Industri. 
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 Introduction 
 

1 Introduction 
This thesis is study about Dagens Industri’s message about succession in family firmsi. This first chapter 
will give a short insight into the problem of the topic, which will further lead to our purpose. 

1.1 Background 
Family firms are important and dominant drivers of economic development and welfare in 
many countries around the world (see e.g. Nordqvist, 2005; Chrisman, Chua & Steier, 
2005) and in Sweden as well (Emling, 2000). More specifically, these businesses have been 
described as the backbone of the Swedish economy (esbri, 2003) since they are estimated 
to account for more than half of the annual GDP growth in the private sector (Öhrlings 
PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2006). Family firms are currently receiving a lot of attention in 
society (see e.g. Nordqvist & Melin, 2002; Melin & Nordqvist, 2007; Aronoff, 1998). 
Scholars produce a large stream of research focused on family businesses, for example con-
centrating on the risk profile of family firms relative to non-family firms (Naldi, Nordqvist, 
Sjöberg & Wiklund, 2007), tax law effects (Bjuggren & Sund, 2005) and strategic issues (see 
e.g. Hall, 2002). By sponsoring the Family Business Review, the Family Firm Institute is 
another important actor focusing specifically on family firm issues. One can also see that 
policy makes show interest in family firm by initiating research projects such as a NUTEK 
investigation on succession in the Jönköping County. The report was conducted on com-
mand of the Swedish government (NUTEK, 2004). 

Interesting arguments have been made that family firms in their general notion are pres-
sured to adopt similar practices and behaviours. More specifically, Melin and Nordqvist 
(2007) argue that over time, the focus of different stakeholders in the family business de-
bate will pressure diverse family firms to become more similar in form and structure. In 
other words, a view where all family firms are treated as equals will be institutionalised in 
society and once fermented this view will neglect the inherent differences among them 
(Melin & Nordqvist, 2007). Thus, the field of family firms as an institution will emerge. 
Such a field, DiMaggio and Powell explain (1983), is formed on common grounds and be-
comes an institutional area that is recognised as different from other fields. Drawing on 
Scott’s (2001) reasoning, Melin and Nordqvist (2007) argue that this brings social meaning 
and stability to family firms as such, but also to other organisations that are related to, yet 
not defined as, family firms. 

From a theoretical point of view family firms can be found in numerous forms; they can be 
anything from small stores to large conglomerates (Gersick, Davis, McCollom Hampton & 
Lansberg, 1997). Some of these firms that are managed and/or owned by families are 
rather well known while others are not. Nevertheless, this variety of firms all have one 
common characteristic; “they are connected to a family, and that connection is what makes them a spe-
cial kind of business” (Gersick et al., 1997, p. 1). As pointed out by Melin and Nordqvist 
(2007), family firms and their unique characteristics are explained by using the three-circle 
model. With help of this rather universal model, Gersick et al. (1997) summarise the family 
firm as a dynamic system emerging from three sub-systems: family, ownership and business 
(Kenyon-Rouvinez & Ward, 2005). Combined with a time dimension, it was found that “the 
business, ownership and family circles can create a snapshot of any business systems at a particular time” 
                                                 
i In this thesis, the terms family firm and family business are used interchangeably. 
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(Gersick et al., 1997, p. 15). From this perspective, one can easily argue that the nature of 
family firms is multifaceted. The possible combinations of the family, ownership and busi-
ness dimensions create indefinite business forms; especially when considering that the di-
mensions can change over time.  

It has been suggested that a family firm can be seen as an entity with uniqueness embedded 
in the family structure and that this uniqueness potentially leads to competitive advantage 
(Habbershon & Williams, 1999). From this perspective it is beneficial if family firms can 
sustain across several generations (see e.g. Miller, Steier & Le Breton-Miller, 2003; Bjuggren 
& Sund, 2001). Research in the field of family firms has a reasonably strong focus on the 
succession issue with almost 20 percent of published articles dealing with the subject 
(Chua, Chrisman and Sharma, 2003). In a study of 272 Canadian family businesses, Chua et 
al. (2003) set out to investigate whether the academic focus on succession is regarded im-
portant by businesses themselves and conclude that succession indeed is an important is-
sue. However, with a critical comment on the statement that only 13 percent of family 
businesses survive passed the third generation Emling (2000) argued that many business 
founders intended to sell their business from the beginning. In one study, for example, 
Australian family firm founders claimed they wanted to sell their business whereas US fam-
ily firms regarded the emotional aspect of the family having a business, value fulfilment and 
attachment to the product as strong reasons to keep the business within the family (Lam-
brecht, 2005). Hence, international differences do exist when it comes to whether founders 
of family firms want their company to remain family controlled and owned. 

In the Swedish context, a clear majority of family firm owners want their firm to be passed 
on to the next generation and believe that this will also happen (Emling, 2000). For exam-
ple, in NUTEK study (2004) on 1 849 companies in the Jönköping County where 41 per-
cent of the sample was made up of family firms showed that 60 percent of the companies 
expect a change in ownership over a ten year period. In the case of the family firms, the 
owner’s children are part owners in one third of the cases while half of them have some 
operating position within the firm. The most common reason for an owner change is re-
tirement and of the investigated companies, family firms have the highest number of own-
ers above the age of 60 (NUTEK, 2004). In other words, generation succession is an im-
portant issue in Sweden as well as in other countries. 

1.2 Problem Discussion 
In relation to the succession issue of family firms the planning aspect is much debated 
since “succession planning is believed to increase the probability of a successful succession” (Sharma, 
Chrisman & Chua, 2003, p. 3). However, this kind of transition period is found to be un-
certain in general while family firms and “decision-makers feel most anxious and vulnerable” (Ger-
sick, Lansberg, Desjardins & Dunn, 1999, p. 287). This is because choices such as succes-
sion are fundamental to the family firm’s future. In addition, succession is generally re-
garded as rather complex process (Bjuggren & Sund, 2001) since different perspectives 
need to be accounted for; including relationships within the family in general and between 
the incumbent and successor in particular (Le Breton-Miller, Miller & Steier, 2004; Miller et 
al., 2003).  

In situations where the environment is perceived as complex and difficult to interpret, or-
ganisations can rationalise and make sense of their position by constructing a simplified 
picture of the relevant world (Hatch, 1997). For example, “To look like other organisations […] 
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as responses to uncertainty that involve copying other organisational structures, practices, or outputs” 
(Hatch, 1997, p. 84) can therefore be seen as a behaviour that aims to reduce complexity. 
Ideas that can affect these behaviours are transferred by institutional carriers (Scott, 2003a). 

It should be noted that many institutional carriers exist; however, we argue that in the 
Swedish business environment, Dagens Industri merits attention. Dagens Industri is the 
only newspaper reporting solely on business related issues and together with its high circu-
lation (Bjur, 2006) it reaches out to a wide range of family firm stakeholders.  

The information carried can for example, create “ideas or values in the heads of organisational ac-
tors” and thereby form generally accepted beliefs of a proper course of action (Scott, 2001, 
p. 79). In other words, from institutional carriers, such as Dagens Industri, family firms can 
obtain information about succession behaviour that has worked for other organisations. 
Thus, family businesses perceive these as rational and efficient and therefore apply similar 
behaviour to their own context. However, Scott (2001) warns that the adopted behaviour is 
potentially inefficient for the individual organisation. 

With the family firm discourse, Melin and Nordqvist (2007) argue, the differences between 
individual family firms are overlooked. When family firms are classified as a homogenous 
group that can be distinguished from non-family firms, a simplified picture of reality is put 
forth in which all family firms “show similar characteristics and face similar problems” (Melin & 
Nordqvist, 2007, p. 3). A picture of “everybody does it this way” is then communicated through 
carriers such as newspapers and other media and accepted by firms although “the appropri-
ateness and rationality” is not questioned (Oliver, 1997, p. 699).  

To sum up, from a theoretical perspective Dagens Industri communicates ideas to family 
firms and their stakeholders and the behaviours adopted from these ideas might not neces-
sarily be appropriate. This might result in for example inefficient succession practices that 
endanger the future for the family firm. Consequently, in the long run, we argue, the popu-
lation of family firms decrease and important economic drivers are lost. However, this ar-
gument needs to be researched empirically. 

1.3 Purpose 
The purpose of this thesis is to investigate what kind of ideas Dagens Industri as institu-
tional carrier communicates about succession in family firms. 
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2 Frame of Reference 
This chapter presents the theoretical framework of this study. Firstly, theories of family business characteris-
tics and succession are discussed. This is followed by an introduction into institutional theory. Finally, re-
search questions are derived from combining family firm concepts with institutional theory.  

2.1 Family Firms 
Many scholars have been trying to find a common definition as well as concepts and mod-
els on family firms that they could agree upon. “The focus of most of these efforts has been defining 
family firms so that they can be distinguished from non-family firms” (Sharma, 2004, p. 3). However, 
a generic definition could not find acceptance. Instead scholars use family involvement to 
adjust the definition of family businesses to their research focus (Sharma, 2004). Davis and 
Harveston (1999, p. 312), for example, follow the definition of Holland and Boulton (1984) 
that characterises family businesses “by having a founder or a family member serve as president or 
chief executive officer, employing  members of the founder’s family, and managers defining the firm as a fam-
ily business”. Steier (2001, p. 260), as another example, describes family firms as “a business in-
volving more than one generation of the same family”. Following, Sonfield and Lussier (2004, p. 
190) defined for the purpose of their study family business as “one which family members domi-
nate the ownership and management of a firm and perceive their business as a ‘family business’”, while 
“first-generation family firms [are] included in the definition”. Consequently, the most common fo-
cus has been to distinguish family firms from non-family firms (Sharma, 2004). Although 
most existing definitions on family firms might differ in various respects, a common simi-
larity found is the “role of the family in terms of determining the vision and control mechanism” 
(Sharma, 2004, p. 3). To be more specific, firms are seen as family firms when “the family 
both owns and manages the business” (Chua, Chrisman & Sharma, 1999, cited in Chua, Chris-
man & Sharma 2003, p. 92). Nevertheless, a more specific definition found is the one used 
by Sharma (2004, p. 4) who argues that this terms only applies “[…] only if family retains vot-
ing control of the business and multiple generations of family members are involved in day-to-day operations 
of family firm”.  

To grasp the inherent differences between firms, however, it has been suggested that a 
classification based on fundamental attributes is more appropriate than definitions 
(Sharma, 2003). One argument behind this thought is that family firms, although combined 
under the same definition, might differ in many respects and are better illustrated by their 
characteristics. Family business characteristics are thus explained subsequently.  

2.1.1 Family Business characteristics  
Some scholars see the family firm as a system that is compounded by two subsystems; the 
family and the business (see e. g. Kenyon-Rouvinez & Ward, 2005). Both subsystems differ 
in terms of organisational and value structures and norms, which might create problems 
since individuals must respond to both systems’ demands. However, Tagiuri and Davis 
(1992) argue that an additional subsystem is needed to distinguish between ownership and 
management since a person does not necessarily have to assume both roles. Thus, a three-
circle-model was suggested that describes “the family business system as three independent but over-
lapping subsystems: business, ownership and family” (Gersick et al., 1997, p. 5-6), as displayed in 
figure 2-1.  
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Figure  2-1 The Three-Circle Model of Family Business  
(Gersick et al., 1997, p. 6) 

Differences among family firms can be found on the basis of the three sub-systems and 
their interaction. Several combinations arise from the different roles a person adopts in 
each sub-system (Sharma, 2003). Following, Gersick et al. (1997) suggest including a time 
perspective, since systems change over time. More specifically, “families are an endless series of 
entries through marriage and birth, and departures through divorce and death” (Gersick et al., 1997, p. 
16). Similar to this, managers and/or owners go in and go out of the business, constituting 
changes in the business and/or ownership circle. Also, changes in the overlapping sections, 
or put differently, when a person moves from one section to another, affects the features 
of the family firm. 
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Figure  2-2 The Three-Dimensional Development Model  

(Gersick et al, 1997, p. 17) 

In summary, the characteristics of family firms can be explained by looking at the interac-
tion between the three sub-systems as well as each system’s development. From this view, 
both the individual sub-systems as well as their interrelation can change with time. Each 
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sub-system’s development stages are outlined in Figure 2-2 and more detailed descriptions 
are needed.  

2.1.1.1 Business Development Dimension  
The business circle can be used as indicator to show how family firms can be distinguished 
through variables such as age, structure and size (Sharma, 2003) and a common idea is that 
“organisations evolve through life-cycles” (Beatty & Ulrich, 2003, p. 45). As can be seen in figure 
2-2, there are three business development stages; start-up, expansion/formalisation and 
maturity.  

Differences can found in strategies and procedures that enable growth and survival, which 
are depended on the size and age of a company (Burns, 2005). For instance, rather young 
businesses are related to the start-up stage (Gersick et al., 1997). In this entrepreneurial 
stage (Beatty & Ulrich, 2003), the company is often an idea or dream while its realisation is 
still developed in events such as product testing, building a prototype or evaluating the first 
sale (Kiholm Smith & Smith, 2004). Therefore, structures are informal and/or at their 
minimum (Gersick et al., 1997) and dominant founders create cohesive business cultures 
(Burns, 2005). The “challenge is primarily one of defining and learning how to penetrate a market or 
niche” (Beatty & Ulrich, 2003, p. 45), which refers to creating a new venture or spinning off 
a business unit (Gersick et al., 1997). After its start-up, the firm moves on to the expansion 
and/or formalisation stage, which is often “characterised by expansion in a number of arenas (such 
as sales, product and number of employees) and by more formalised organisational structures and processes 
(adding human resource policies, differentiating marketing and sales, on-site production controls)” (Gersick 
et al., 1997, p. 113). This also called growth stage (Beatty & Ulrich, 2003), requires often 
more professionalism for ensure survival and effectiveness (Burns, 2005). When the expan-
sion phase slows down and moves towards an end, the firm enters its maturity phase and 
faces declining margins (Gersick et al., 1997) and finding means of adjustment and renewal 
(Tushman & O’Reilly, 1996). This stage, however, should not be seen as the final destina-
tion of a company – ways and strategies have to be found to overcome possible inertia and 
ensure renewed growth (Burns, 2005).  

In summary, a firm follows these stages sequentially; from start-up to maturity. Neverthe-
less, over time the company may move back and forth between the stages. Besides the time 
dimension, “the interaction with the development stages in the family and ownership dimension can control 
the business development” (Gersick et al., 1997, p. 130). 

2.1.1.2 Ownership Developmental Dimension 
Family firms can be explained and distinguished from one another by looking at the dy-
namics of the ownership circle, while ownership refers to “voting shares or voting power over a 
trust [and] voting power controls the direction of a firm” (Ward & Dolan, 1998, p. 305). General dif-
ferences depend on how ownership is structured and distributed.  While some firms “are 
owned by one individual”, others are “owned by a combination of family members […], public sharehold-
ers, trusts, and other companies” (Gersick et al., 1997, p. 18). As illustrated in figure 2-2, owner-
ship develops over following stages; controlling owner, sibling partnership and cousin con-
sortium. 

In general, it should be noted that ownership structures are connected to the venture’s fi-
nancing during start-up. At this stage, firms are usually financed by other family members, 
non-family investors, often in form of friends (Kiholm Smith & Smith, 2004) or banks 
(Gersick et al., 1998). Nevertheless, relatives and/or banks rarely interfere in the business 
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operations resulting in a controlling owner situation. Besides being ‘owner managed’ (Ward 
& Dolan, 1998), business control can take form of partnership, such as in cases where 
friends adapt the role of partners (Kiholm Smith & Smith, 2004). Over time, the partner 
may be bought out and the controlling owner business form remains. More specifically, 
Ward and Dolan (1998) differentiate among four owner-managed modes. Based upon the 
distribution of stocks, following ownership types were found; sole owner, spouse owner, 
parent(s)-successors and successor-parents.  

In the second stage, sibling partnership, “ownership control […] is shared by two or more brothers 
and sisters, who may or may not be active in the business” (Gersick et al, 1997, p. 39). Yet, there 
might be cases where other owners (non-family or parent generation) are involved in the 
company, whereas control remains in the siblings’ hands. Further, a distinction can be 
made between joint and controlling partners (Ward & Dolan, 1998). While the first case re-
fers to equally distributed voting shares, the latter holds either effective or majority control.  

Thirdly, in the cousin consortium “ownership control is exercised by many cousins from different sib-
ling branches; no single branch has enough voting shares to control decisions” (Gersick et al, 1997, p. 
47). Ward and Dolan (1998, p. 306), on the other hand, refer to this stage as cousin col-
laboration because “the positive need to work together” should stand in the centre of attention. 
In comparison to the first two stages, ownership dynamics become more complex, since 
family members can differ in age, relationships and preferences. Family member do not 
necessarily know each other and shares in the same business is their only connection. Fur-
thermore, the family members who have no direct interest in the company may decide to 
sell their shares. 

Generally speaking one might assume that “most businesses begin with the single owner. Many fam-
ily businesses then move, over time, through the sibling partnership to the cousin consortium” (Gersick et 
al., 1997, p. 18). Thus business ownership follows an evolutionary transition (Gersick et al., 
1999). In contrast, devolutionary transition includes moving to simpler structures, such as 
from sibling partnership to controlling owner. In addition, hybrid forms are rather com-
mon especially when a firm moves from one dimension to the next. Similar to the business 
subsystem, also ownership structures are influenced by the family dimension, such as when 
“changing individual, but retaining the same basic structure of ownership” (Gersick et al., 1999, p. 
288).  

2.1.1.3 Family Development Stages 
In the family dimension structural and interpersonal changes might occur “through such issues 
such as marriage, parenthood, adult sibling relationships, in-laws, communication patterns, and family 
roles” (Gersick et al., 1997, p. 19). As display is figure 2-2 the family development dimension 
includes following; young business family, entering the business, working together and 
passing the baton. 

The first two stages focus on the creation and development of the family. This refers to a 
process where family members learn their dual role of being a part of a business and a fam-
ily at the same time (Gersick et al., 1997). Also, the extent to which family and business life 
are involved is decided. Some parents might for instance decide to separate business from 
the family, while others will see the business as a part of the family. This choice, however, 
might constitute as pre-condition for siblings when at a later stage deciding whether or not 
to become involved in the business. Some findings suggest that the occupational choice of 
children is often affected by their parents (Stavrou, 1998) and that the decision to be active 
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in the family firm often arises from the involvement in and the commitment to the family 
firm (see e.g. Sharma & Irving, 2005). 

Following, “during the working together stage, two or more generations are fully involved in the family 
business together” (Gersick et al., 1997, p. 81). Depending on the relationships between the 
parents and children, differences can be found in terms of communication needed to 
achieve both prosperous business relationships and family harmony (Gersick et al., 1997). 
Beckhard and Dyer, for example, argue that conflicts arise from the fact that “family members 
often differ from the founder” (p. 59, cited in Davis & Harveston, 2001, p. 16). It becomes clear 
that a family becomes more complex as additional generations participate whose interests 
have to be satisfied (Gersick et al., 1997).  

During the passing on the baton stage, the primary concern is transfer of management 
roles to the next generation. A common problem in these situations is the founder’s diffi-
culty to let go as well as finding an interested successor (Chrisman, Chua & Sharma, 1998). 
According to Davis and Harveston (1999, p. 314), “an organisation is a reflection of its founder” 
and other scholar suggest that a company can be seen as an extension of its founder (Miller 
et al., 2003). In that sense, personality, past experience and emotional relationship can cre-
ate barriers that hamper the senior generation’s exit. This also affects succession planning 
(Ibrahim, Soufani & Lam, 2001) and the younger generation’s interest to take over (Davis 
& Harveston, 1999; Miller et al., 2003). Despite the problems associated with emotional re-
lationships, Steier (2001) suggests that succession planning is important to ensure the trans-
fer of social capital of the business. In line with this thought Bjuggren and Sund (2001) 
note that succession is rather complex. That is why further elaboration on the subject is 
needed to give a comprehensive picture of the topic of this study.   

2.1.2 Succession in Family Firms 
Similar to the disaccords when defining family firms, various definitions of succession are 
adapted depending on the focus on research. Steier (2001, p. 260) emphasises in his work 
that “for family firms, the transfer of wealth to the next generation is a major concern”. Yet, a distinc-
tion of succession arises from differentiating among transferring ownership and/or man-
agement. Secondly, some scholars refer to succession mainly when leadership and/or own-
ership are transferred to a member of the family while others also include non-family 
members as potential successors.  

For instance, Davis and Klein, (2005, p. 59) define ownership succession as “the complete and 
irreversible legal succession from one owner (group) to another”, while the new owner does not neces-
sarily have to be one of the family children. The problem in study by Bjuggren and Sund 
(2001, p. 11) is based on ownership succession and “the decision […] to let a younger generation 
of family members take over or sell the shares in the company”. In that sense, succession in their 
work referred to as “handing over the ownership of a business to a new generation” (Bjuggren & 
Sund, 2001, p. 14). However, (Davis & Klein, 2005, p. 59) argue that “ownership succession is 
more important than […] and drives leadership succession”, since the new owners set future direc-
tions for the firm that are then executed by management. Nevertheless, it is also found that 
more attention has been dedicated to management succession.   

Sharma (1997) use the term ‘succession’ to describe “the transfer of management control from one 
family member to another” (cited in Sharma, Chrisman & Chua, 2003, p. 1) while Ibrahim et al. 
(2001, p. 245) refer to “the transference of leadership from one generation to the next”. Leadership 
succession, is by Davis and Klein (2005, p. 59) seen as “transfer of ultimate management responsi-
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bility from current person in charge (CEO, managing director, owner manager) to another person (regardless 
of this person’s family ties)”. Similarly, others suggest that the “founder try to ensure continued family 
control via intergenerational succession, as when they hand over leadership to their children” (Miller et al., 
2003, p. 514).  

From another perspective, Davis and Harveston (1999) distinguish among incomplete and 
complete succession. The former refers to situations where “the founding or succeeding genera-
tion retains a significant role in the organisation post-succession” and the latter to “where the founding or 
succeeded generation is no longer active in the organisation in any capacity” (Davis & Harveston, 1999, 
p. 311). In Steier’s study (2001, p. 260) on “next generation entrepreneurs (individuals who have lev-
eraged business assets inherited from their parents)”, succession in context to management results 
include “the modes and means by which social capital external to the firm are transferred and managed”.  
Finally, Stavrou (1998, p. 135) makes clear that an increase involvement in the family firm 
will result in succession, which “entails the appointment of offspring to the leadership roles and respon-
sibilities of their parents in the business”.    

2.1.2.1 Succession Modes 
Although this study focuses on succession as a planned event, other succession modes 
have to be discussed to complete a comprehensive presentation of the topic. Steier (2001), 
for example, distinguishes among unplanned and sudden, rushed, natural immersion and 
planned succession. The first is related to situations where illness, death and/or other un-
anticipated events cause another family member to take over operational responsibilities. In 
such circumstances, transfer of information and experience to next generation cannot oc-
cur. In contrast, critical information can be communicated to the younger generation in 
situations of rushed successions, which are also seen as management changes that were not 
planned or anticipated. Thirdly, natural immersion refers to examples where successors are 
steadily integrated in the firm and can therefore adjust to structures and relationships of 
network. The last mode found by Steier (2001) describes planned succession, the most 
ideal mode for passing on social capital. Here, the value of social capital is recognised, 
which is why current generations exert and prepare for takeover by next generation. 

2.1.2.2 Succession as Process 
It should be noted that literature presents succession as process of various stage, which for 
example Klein and Davis (2005) present as ‘preparation for succession’, ‘the hot phase’ and 
‘post-succession’. Yet, other scholars found that a successor’s interest in the family firm is 
influenced by the long-term relation to the business (see e.g. Stavrou, 1998; Stavrou & 
Swiercz, 1998; Sharma & Irving, 2002). In that sense, it can be argued that the decision to 
join the family firm finds some roots in the time before the succession.  

Longenecker and Schoen (1991) defined seven stages to describe the children’s involve-
ment in the firm; namely pre-business, introductory, introductory-functional, functional, 
advanced functional, early succession and mature succession (cited in Stavrou & Swiercz, 
1998). These findings describe that business involvement starts with part-time and/or vol-
untary work and other socialisation activities, which cover the first three stages. Stavrou 
(1998) combines these three stages to one, which she refers to as pre-entry. The entry stage 
follows when full-time employment occurs during the functional stage (Stavrou, 1998) and 
the level of involvement increases during the advanced functional stage in form of man-
agement positions (Longenecker & Schoen 1991, cited in Stavrou & Swiercz, 1998). These 
positions are assumed to involve top management during the two final stages. These situa-
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tions, where extended management and leadership roles are adapted, can also be labelled as 
succession (Stavrou, 1998).   

When growing up in the business, potential successors can acquire experiences as they can 
“learn by watching and doing” (Bjuggren & Sund, 2001, p.14). Thus, an inside knowledge about 
the operations in the family can be gained that will be helpful when running the firm in the 
future (Chrisman et al., 1998). In addition to this, Steier (2001, p. 263) argues that social 
capital, “which represents one of the least tangible and least fungible assets” can deliberately be trans-
ferred when the successor enters the firm in early age. Also Davis and Klein (2005) point 
out that the next generation becomes better prepared for its future in the family firm, if 
they can be trained to better understand the business and its environment. Therefore, ear-
lier business involvement is important since succession planning requires time and careful 
consideration (Davis & Harveston, 1998, cited in Sharma 2004). In addition, Chrisman et 
al. (1998) suggest that family business involvement represent a beneficial experience among 
successors and other advantageous attributes will be discussion in the next section.    

2.1.2.3 Attributes of Potential Successors 
In general succession procedures comprise a process of “selecting and training successor, develop-
ing a vision and strategic plan for company after succession, defining the role of the departing incumbent, 
communicating the decision to key stakeholders” (Sharma, Chrisman & Chua, 2003, p. 3). The lat-
ter factor is also emphasised by Klein and Davis (2005, p. 65) since especially “employees, 
suppliers and customers can be confused about who is in charge of the business”. 

In regards to selecting and training successor, it becomes clear that the presence of a suit-
able successor is crucial (Sharma et al., 2003) and Chrisman et al, (1998) make clear that 
succession requires the incumbent’s ability to let go as well as the successor’s wish to take 
over. Put differently, “the willingness of someone in the family […] to become the new president of the 
firm”, since “without someone willing to become the new leader of the firm, succession clearly cannot take 
place” (Sharma et al., 2003, p. 5). Chrisman et al. (1998) conducted a study on 485 Canadian 
family firms where following categories were empirically tested to find out which of those 
is valued the most among successor; relationship to incumbent, relationship to other mem-
bers in the family, family standing, competence, personality traits and current involvement 
in the family business. It was concluded that most valued attributes were commitment to-
wards business as well as integrity whereas factors such as bloodline, age and/or gender 
were neglected. It was also found that “such factors as commitment to business, respect of employees, 
intelligence and creativity, seemed to become more important as a firm grew […]” (Chrisman et al., 
1998, p. 28).  

More specifically, concerning the relationship to incumbent, factors like age and life-cycle 
stage of successor and goal compatibility between incumbent and successor were included 
(Chrisman et al., 1998). The reader should recall that senior generations are usually emo-
tionally and financially attached to the company that hinder succession. Therefore, its oc-
currence is more likely if the incumbent “believes that there is an alignment of the successor’s skills 
and interests with the requirements of the firm” (Sharma et al., 2003, p. 5). Additionally, a good re-
lationship can facilitate the process of introducing the younger generation to the business 
since timing, effectiveness and procedures require mutual cooperation (Chrisman et al., 
1998).  

Since family harmony rather than profit maximising stands in the centre of attention in 
most family businesses, personal relationship with other family members is another attrib-
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ute of potential successor (Gersick et al., 1997). This refers to family members active in the 
business as well as those who might not be involved in the operations of the family firm, 
but who are still influential in terms of family decision making (Chrisman et al., 1998), since 
“family members constitute strong ties” (Steier, 2001, p. 261). Other scholars (e.g. Davis & Klein, 
2005, p. 71), however, argue that “the incoming leader must consider all stakeholders including share-
holders, family members, employees and the outside world [...]. Family members often face greater difficulties 
in being accepted”. The long history that the successor has been sharing with other family 
members was found to be a reason, since it might be hard to overcome the ‘little boy’ al-
ternatively ‘little girl’ imagine (Davis & Klein, 2005). Furthermore, Dyer (1986) found that 
some children become frustrated, resentful and victimised when continuously compared to 
their (founding) father (cited in Davis & Harveston, 1990).  

Another attribute of successor is connected to his/her standing in the family. Here, litera-
ture often suggests transferring power to the oldest sibling although s/he is not necessarily 
seen as capable. However, this choice keeps family harmony since incongruity and sibling 
rivalry can be avoided (Chrisman et al., 1998), whereas sibling rivalry constitute as one ma-
jor reason for why succession fail (Miller et al., 2003).    

Competence is seen as crucial although difficult to measure (Ibrahim & al, 2001; Chrisman 
et al., 1998). Sharma et al. (2003, p. 5) argue that succession is less likely to occur if “the will-
ing candidate is unsuitable because he or she is perceived to be untrustworthy or incompetent”. Further-
more, this category includes education, such as knowledge and abilities, and experiences in 
the family business. The latter is considered to positive since the successor could obtain a 
relationship and understanding about the business, its employees, operations, strategies and 
alike (Chrisman et al., 1998). Additionally, Davis and Klein (2005) emphasise that a succes-
sor should be chosen because of his/her ability rather than family dependency or the fam-
ily’s wish for family harmony while others found incompetent and unprepared successors 
as another reason for succession failure (Miller et al., 2003). Additionally, experiences out-
side the family firm are favoured since external experiences are regarded as opportunities to 
develop personal identity as well as preparation for handling organisational problems 
(Chrisman et al., 1998). In other words, “mature and relatively independent people are usually the 
best leaders, because they can make thoughtful, objective decisions that most benefit the company and its 
stakeholder” (Davis & Klein, 2005, p. 71). Thus, competences include interpersonal and op-
erational skills as well as decision-making and delegating abilities (Chrisman et al., 1998). In 
addition to competence, personal traits such as creativity, intelligence, integrity, risk-taking 
and self-confidence should be taken into account.  

Finally and previously mentioned, present participation in the family firm is of advantage. 
If a person either operatively active and/or owns shares, s/he “has a greater stake in the con-
tinuing health of the company” (Chrisman et al., 1998, p. 21). Furthermore, it was found that the 
family prefers and commits to continuing the business within the family (e.g. Ward, 1987). 
On the other hand, it has been argued that “many family businesses are planning for succession for 
the wrong reasons and that many of those efforts are going to end in failure” (Sharma et al., 2003, p. 
12), since successors are chosen due to their family ties rather than their motivation (Davis 
& Klein, 2005).  

2.1.2.4 Motives and Factors Influencing Family Firm Involvement 
Following, some motives and factors influencing the decision to become involved in the 
family firm have to be presented to complete our discussion on succession. Stavrou (1998) 
mentions that family with its relationships and dynamics has an effect on the future occu-
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pational choice of a person. For example, “distancing or disappointing behaviour by a parent […] 
may drive children […] to mark out their own path” (Miller et al., 2003, p. 524). Yet, the interac-
tion with parents and/or among siblings can discourage or encourage pursuing a career 
with the family business (Stavrou, 1998) and Sharma and Irving (2002) point out that an 
emotional attachment can also create a desire to contribute to the family venture. On the 
other hand, the family connection can also cause a company commitment in form of an 
obligation or pressure to remain in the family business (Sharma & Irving, 2002). Some 
scholars tried to explain the reason behind family members’ business involvement as possi-
ble ”[…] product of the socialisation process that inculcate a sense of obligation among juniors to pursue a 
career in their firms (García-Álvarez, Lóopez-Sintas & Saldaña Gonzalvo, 2002, cited in 
Sharma, 2004, p. 13).  

A personal interest in the product and/or services the family business provides can also 
contribute to the desire and/or decision to become involved in the company (Stavrou, 
1998). This so called business factor also compromises the company’s strategies, market 
and operations and may be connected to an individual’s personal needs, abilities and skills 
(Stavrou, 1998). In addition, it should be noted that for some people personal factors in-
clude the desire and need for personal achievement. Some family members might, how-
ever, doubt upon their abilities and become depended on the family firm (Sharma & Irving, 
2002). Besides, in a study comparing family and non-family peers “junior generation members of 
family firms were found to have lesser clarity about their abilities, talents, goals, and career interests” (Eck-
rich & Loughead, 1996, cited in Sharma, 2004, p. 13). Other scholars even argue that some 
senior generation see their children and professional achievements as personal extension, 
which they want to control. This desire of being in charge affects the development and fu-
ture behaviour of the children, which consequently may result in low level of self-
confidence in succeeding outside the family environment (Miller et al., 2003). Thus, the 
younger generation pursues a career within the family business.  

In addition to personal factor, dependency towards the family business can also be based 
on the “perception of costs involved” when leaving the firm (Sharma and Irving (2002, p. 9). To 
be more specific, some children decide to stay in their parents’ business since they are un-
certain about their future outside the save environment of the family business. Market con-
ditions include economic development of any kind that can influence employment oppor-
tunities for the younger generation of the family (Stavrou, 1998). These can support or in-
hibit a family member’s decision to become and/or stay involved in the family business.  

2.1.2.5 Completing Succession 
As mentioned previously, succession can be seen as incomplete if the senior generation 
remains active in the family firm (Davis & Harveston, 1999). Following, Sonfield and 
Lussier (2004, p. 194) point out that in incomplete successions, successors may be re-
stricted which can result in “dysfunctional effects on the performance of the firm”. Similarly, genera-
tional shadow refers to situations where somebody “imitates a prior’s excessive and inappropriate 
involvement in an organisation, possibly causing social disruptions in the organisation” (Davis & Har-
veston, 1999, p. 311). Continued involvement of the older generation can therefore create 
conflicts and problems in the family as well as the business (Davis & Klein, 2005). These 
conflicts were found to be either substantive or affective, where substantive conflicts refer 
to task and goal disagreements and affective conflicts are “of emotionally-charged interpersonal 
clashes characterised by anger, distrust, frustration and other forms of negative affect” (Davis & Har-
veston, 2001, p. 15-16). 
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On the other hand, it should be noted that “when the founder departs, knowledge of critical routines 
and operating procedures that have not yet been fully institutionalised is gone” (Davis & Harveston, 
1999, p. 320). Also, Sonfield and Lussier (2004) suggest that a shadow may also be benefi-
cial since clear direction and values are communicated to all levels in the family firm. In ad-
dition, company leader that have been in charge for some time, also hold extensive knowl-
edge as well as social networks that contribute to business performance (Sharma, 2004). 
Therefore, it is crucial to transfer this kind of social capital carefully to the next generation 
(Steier, 2001). The succeeding generation, on the other hand, can facilitate this process by 
cherishing and recognising the achievements of their predecessors (Davis & Klein, 2005). 

2.2 Institutional Theory  
Generally, institutional theory is divided in old and new institutionalism. The former domi-
nates in political analyses (DiMaggio & Powell, 1991) whereas the latter involves the study 
of cultural elements in an organisation’s environment (Scott, 2001). This distinction can be 
misleading however, since the two approaches share many characteristics and assumptions 
(Selznick, 1996; Hoffman, 1999; DiMaggio & Powell, 1991). That is why, it has been ar-
gued that “[t]he distinguishing contribution of institutional theory rests in the identification of causal 
mechanisms leading to organisational change and stability” (DiMaggio, 1988, p. 3). 

The terms institution and institutionalisation have been ascribed various meanings. One 
definition proposes that an institution is a certain state of social order whereas institution-
alisation is the process of how an institution is created (Jepperson, 1991). Another view 
emphasises that institutions are made up of regulative, normative and cultural-cognitive ele-
ments that provide the social reality with a sense of meaning and stability (Scott, 2003b). A 
third definition proposes that institutions are “stable system[s] of rules, either formal or informal, 
backed by surveillance and sanctioning power” (Scott, 2001, p. 54). From this perspective, institu-
tionalisation refers to the process of gaining legitimacy, which is also a central concept of 
new institutional theory (Scott, 2001; DiMaggio & Powell, 1991).  

It has been argued that an organisation’s behaviour is legitimated when it corresponds to 
broad, generalised values in society (Suchman, 1995). In that sense, “external institutions con-
struct and interpenetrate the organisation in every respect” and the terms ‘legitimacy’ and ‘institu-
tionalisation’ are similar in nature (Suchman, 1995, p. 576). Thus, institutions can be 
thought of as socially created structures that are working as guiding lights for an organisa-
tion’s actions (Scott, 2001). Scott’s (2001) framework where an organisation obtains legiti-
macy by responding to institutional pressures corresponds to Suchman’s (1995) pragmatic, 
normative and cognitive forms of legitimacy. 

2.2.1 Institutional Pressures 
Institutional pressures arise from three parts of the institutional environment, namely regu-
lative, normative and cultural-cognitive pillars (2001). Although these pillars might be im-
possible to separate empirically it has been suggested that they can still be analysed separate 
from one another (Powell & DiMaggio, 1983; Scott, 2001). Table 2-1 provides an overview 
of institutional pillars and the characteristics associated with each of them. 
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Table  2-1 Three Pillars of Institutions 
(Scott, 2001) 

Pillar 

 Regulative Normative Cultural-Cognitive 

Basis of Com-
pliance 

Expedience Social obligation Taken-for-
grantedness, Shared 
understanding 

Basis of Order Regulative rules Binding expectations Constitutive schema 

Mechanisms Coercive Normative Mimetic 

Logic Instrumentality Appropriateness Orthodoxy 

Indicators Rules, Laws, Sanctions Certifications,          
Accreditation 

Common beliefs, 
Shared logic of ac-
tion 

Basis of Legiti-
macy 

Legally sanctioned Morally governed Comprehensible, 
Recognisable, Cul-
turally supported 

More specifically, the regulative pillar is associated with legal aspects or forcing rules, which 
DiMaggio and Powell (1983, p. 150) describe as coercive pressures. Coercive pressure, they 
assert, “stems from political influence and the problem of legitimacy”. Whereas this view focuses on 
field level analysis with “recognised area of institutional life” (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983, p. 148), 
Scott (2001, p. 53) argues that coercive pressure can arise because “powerful actors may some-
times impose their will on others, based on the use or threat of sanctions”. The normative pillar is less 
explicit than the regulative one and deals with normative expectations on behaviour (Scott, 
2001). Within an institutional setting, normative standards arise and organisations and indi-
viduals place expectations on each other. Here, the norm decides what kinds of behaviours 
are legitimate. Thus, if an organisation is acting outside or even breaking the norm, survival 
chances are predicted to decrease. DiMaggio and Powell (1983) argue that normative pres-
sures exist in situations where occupations become professionalized. This process is carried 
out by the members of a profession with the ultimate goal of achieving a common plat-
form for interaction that brings legitimacy to the profession per se. In addition, the third 
pressure arises when a particular behaviour becomes taken for granted. Over time the par-
ticipants that make up an institution develop a set of shared cultural-cognitive awareness of 
how things are supposed to be (Scott, 2001). Therefore, organisations and individuals act 
accordingly, usually in a mimetic manner (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983). Nevertheless, it 
should be recognised how these institutional pressures are communicated to organisations.  

2.2.2 Carriers of Institutional Pressures 
Institutional ideas are transferred by institutional entrepreneurs, who can be seen as actors 
with a particular interest in an institution (DiMaggio, 1988). Therefore they try to maintain 
and strengthen the institution. From this perspective their relative power determines the re-
inforcement of the institution. Similarly, Scott (2001) suggests that there are four general 
kinds of institutional carriers; namely, symbolic systems, relational systems, routines and ar-
tefacts. These can further be structured according to the three pillars, as can be seen in Ta-
ble 2-2.  
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Table  2-2 Institutional Pillars & Carriers 
(Scott, 2001) 

Pillars 

Type of Carrier Regulative Normative Cultural-Cognitive 

Symbolic sys-
tems 

Rules, Laws Values, Expectations Categories, Typifi-
cations, Schema 

Relational sys-
tems 

Governance systems, 
Power systems 

Regimes, Authority 
systems 

Structural isomor-
phism, Identities 

Routines Protocols, Standard op-
erating procedures 

Jobs, Roles, Obedi-
ence to duty 

Scripts 

Artifacts Objects complying with 
mandated specifications

Objects meeting con-
ventions, standards 

Objects possessing 
symbolic value 

As can be seen in table 2-2, in symbolic systems a carrier is viewed as containing informa-
tion that has been coded to give a meaningful message (Scott, 2003a). Rules and laws are 
treated as explicit yet adhered to voluntarily (Scott, 2001). Another example includes inter-
pretation and translation that refers to collective sense making (Scott, 2003a; Meyer & 
Rowan, 1977) whereas organisation may not record the information carried to same extent 
as when communicated by law and rules. Thirdly, within the relational systems, carriers are 
identified as actors with power to enforce for example a particular kind of governance, au-
thoritative messages and ideas about a taken-for-granted best way of organising (Scott, 
2001). In addition, institutional carriers are seen as important connectors between different 
organisations (Scott, 2003a). In contrast to the first two categories of carriers, routines are 
more focused on individuals since they “rely on patterned actions that reflect the tacit knowledge ac-
tors: deeply ingrained habits and procedures based on inarticulated knowledge and beliefs” (Scott, 2001, 
p. 80). Further, it is argued that interaction with relational systems is needed to fully trans-
fer information (Scott, 2003a). Routines are important for organisations since they make 
their behaviour reliable and predictive (Scott, 2001). Lastly, artefacts vary in sophistication 
and “embody and represent particular constellations of ideas” (Scott, 2001, p. 82). Therefore they 
can be utilised in different ways, for example in the form of objects with symbolic value 
carrying forth particular beliefs and meanings. 

2.2.3 Organisational Fields 
From the institutional perspective, a population of organisations is identified by looking at 
an organisational field rather than for, example, geographical location (Scott, 2003b). An 
organisational field can be thought of as a case in which many organisations, different from 
one another, share the same institutional environment and thus, together they make up a 
“recognised area of institutional life” (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983, p. 148). Because organisations 
are in the same field, they experience similar coercive, normative and mimetic pressures 
(DiMaggio & Powell, 1983) and are driven to incorporate the practices these pressures fa-
vour (Meyer & Rowan, 1977). Scott (2001) exemplifies this by relating to education. This 
organisational field is made up by schools and other organisations that are in some way re-
lated to education such as unions and different associations. Also Meyer & Rowan (1977, p. 
340) argue that “formal organisational structures arise as reflections of rationalised institutional rules”. 
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Similarly, Hoffman (1999, p. 352) defines an organisational field as “the centre of common chan-
nels of dialogue and discussion”. However it should be noted that the existence of an organisa-
tional field has to be confirmed empirically (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983) which includes the 
discovery of common issues among related organisations (Hoffman, 1999). 

Within an organisational field, members share common beliefs and practices that constitute 
the institutional logic (Scott, 2001). The development of this logic is created over time from 
normative expectations that are replaced by “taken-for-granted assumptions about the nature of or-
ganisational reality” (DiMaggio, 1988, p. 5). Resulting, forms, practices and beliefs are seen as 
facts. Consequently, organisations are constrained in their behaviour by the facts in the 
field to which they belong. It might be impossible for organisations to deviate from such 
‘taken-for-granted assumptions’ while retaining legitimacy from other members of the field. 
Thus, when an organisation identifies itself as a member of an organisational field, it is 
likely to follow the behaviour of other related organisations that are perceived as successful. 
DiMaggio & Powell (1983) denote this kind of actions isomorphic behaviour, where iso-
morphic stands for similar in structure and actions (Scott, 2001).  

2.3 Combining Family Firm and Institutional Theory 
Expanding on the presented theoretical aspects, family firm development is discussed with 
help of institutional theory. From an institutional perspective, an organisational field of 
family firms is emerging and this becomes evident by an increasing amount of research 
centres and conferences on family firms (Melin & Nordqvist, 2007). Similarly, Sharma 
(2003) confirms the increased interest on this business form by emphasising the growing 
amount of articles published in academic journals. The firms included in these works, how-
ever, are all labelled family firms (Sharma, 2003) while their differences are downplayed 
(Melin & Nordqvist, 2007). Additionally, as pointed out earlier, there is no commonly ac-
cepted definition on family firms which is why researchers use a term that fits their re-
search focus and observations (Sharma, 2004).  

In other words, family businesses are treated as a homogenous group of organisations 
(Melin & Nordqvist, 2007) and following the thoughts of Scott (2001), all family firms are 
then facing the same institutional environment. In situations that are perceived as complex, 
such as succession (Bjuggren & Sund, 2001), social meaning and stability is thought to be 
gained by imitating succession behaviours of successful family firms (Scott, 2001). These 
ideas can by communicated by institutional carriers that play an important role as connec-
tors between the organisations and its environment (Scott, 2003a). In this study, Dagens 
Industri is seen as link between family firms since it reports about the Swedish business en-
vironment.  

From the previous discussion on family business characteristics and the three-circle model, 
it becomes apparent that family firms can be found in various forms. This is also con-
firmed by other scholars, such for example Sharma (2003, p. 2) who emphasises that “[…] 
not all family firms are alike. Differences in size, as well as, the extent and mode of family involvement pre-
vail amongst these firms”.  Thus, if Dagens Industri’s message on succession is based on family 
firms as a homogenous group, the information carried may hold a distorted reflection 
about succession practices, limited to those that have gained common acceptance. Conse-
quently, family members who record Dagens Industri’s ideas about succession practices 
may implement business structures and strategies that are inappropriate.  
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Following these reflections, we wonder if Dagens Industri reports on family firms as a ho-
mogenous business group and/or what distinctions are made. If distinctions are made, in 
what way is this done? When reporting about family firms, what is written about succes-
sion; more specifically about types, procedures and problems? Are succession procedures, 
for example, similar among all firms? From considerations like these, the following re-
search questions were derived to answer the purpose of this study. 

(1) What forms of family firms are mentioned in relation to succession in Dagens In-
dustri? 

(2) What kind of information can be noticed about how succession should proceed?  
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3 Method 
This chapter summarises how knowledge and data were gathered in order to answer the purpose of this 
study. First a general description of the study design is given, followed by an explanation about how data 
was collected. The chapter closes by a discussion on the quality of this study. 

3.1 Study Design 
From the problem discussion we derived at the purpose of investigating what ideas Dagens 
Industri as an institutional carrier communicates about succession in family firms. If a 
problem is connected to ‘what’ questions, possible research approaches involve exploratory 
studies or “a form of ‘how many’ or ‘how much’ line of inquiry” (Yin, 1994). Following this 
thought, our purpose is similar to what Yin (1994, p. 6, 7) labels as “prevalence of a phenomenon 
[…] in which archival records would be favoured”. Further, from the previous proposition of 
Dagens Industri carrying succession ideas about family firms, two research questions were 
derived to facilitate answering our purpose. These were initially thought to be answered 
quantitatively by measuring words in a certain amount of articles. This approach, however, 
would have neglected the content of the Dagens Industri’s message. That is why a rather 
qualitative research approach seemed more suitable for this study since we aimed at gaining 
a comprehensive understanding of the phenomena. In addition, it should be noted that for 
answering this type of questions a “holistic overview of the context under study”, thus a qualitative 
research approach is needed (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 6). Qualitative research often in-
cludes studying “words [that] are based on observation, interviews and documents” (Miles & Huber-
man, 1994, p. 9). 

3.2 Data Collection 
Before searching for empirical data, a frame of reference was developed to serve as a basis 
for this study. For finding relevant literature, the resources of the library of Jönköping Uni-
versity were helpful. In addition, search engines such as GoogleScholar and databases such 
as ABI/Inform were used. Search terms were among others ‘family firm’, ‘family business’, 
‘succession’ and ‘institutional theory’. When reading the literature used in this work, ideas 
for how empirical data could be collected developed. More specifically, we decided to use 
newspaper articles as primary data. 

From our previous discussion on institutional carriers and their influence, we decided to 
focus upon Dagens Industri because it is Sweden’s seven largest daily newspaper in terms 
of daily circulation (TS, 2007). In contrast to the newspapers with a higher circulation, 
Dagens Industri focuses on business news, which is mainly produced in-house (Bjur, 2006). 
In addition, about half a million visitors every week make use of the newspaper’s web ser-
vices (KIA-Indexii). To get access to a comprehensive amount of articles, we used the ser-
vices of the database Affärsdataiii. This database, amongst other things, functions as an ar-
chive that collects articles from different newspapers. Since the Dagens Industri articles 

                                                 
ii KIA-Index is an index showing, among other things, the number of unique visitors on a large number of 

web pages. The information was retrieved 2007-04-15 from 
http://www.annons.se/?get=content&action=view&id=127-115 

iii Affärsdatabasen is a database for retrieving information in terms of current affairs and business issues. 
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constitute our empirical data, it was necessary to determine availability as well as amount of 
article retrievable. That is why a test search was conducted. With help of this test study, we 
could get a general idea about the amount and spread of potential articles. In addition, we 
could become familiar with the functions of the database. In Affärsdata, it is possible to 
make a refined search by entering multiple search criteria and we used several combinations 
of the following words; family, firm, generation, shift and change. A more detailed over-
view about the search terms used as well as resulting hits can be found in appendix 1. Re-
sulting, the 274 articles retrieved were reduced to 180 when eliminating and adjusting those 
articles that were displayed several times. After this, some of the articles were scanned for 
content and relevance, which gave a good preparation for the actual data collection proc-
ess. Also, it became evident that the time range of two years resulted in an amount of arti-
cles that seemed sufficient and feasible for the scope of this work. 

3.2.1 Searching for Articles 
From the experiences gained in from the preliminary search and the test read, we found 
that some articles contained information about the topic at hand although not including the 
words ‘family firm’ and ‘generational transition’. That is why we chose a broad starting 
point by using the words ‘family and generation’iv as selection criteria, which resulted in 
224 hits. In addition, it has to be mentioned that we used the core of these words to be 
able to catch more relevant articles. Although it can be argued that this search was too 
broad because a high number of irrelevant articles could be anticipated, we aimed for re-
trieving as many articles as possible that have succession as context. By this choice, articles 
including the following words were aimed: owner family, family owned, family managed, 
family dynasty, family business and family firmv but also various word combinations with 
generation as root. These search terms, as shown in figure 3-1, appeared sporadic in the 
preliminary study, yet included much information. 

Generation

S1 224

Family
• Owner Family (ägarfamilj)
• Family Owned (familjeägd)
• Family Managed (familjestyrt)
• Family Dynasty (familjedynasti)
• Family Business (familjebolag)
• Family Firm (familjeföretag)

• Generational Shift 
(generationsskifte)

• Generational Change 
(generationsväxling, generationsbyte)

Generation

S1 224

Family
• Owner Family (ägarfamilj)
• Family Owned (familjeägd)
• Family Managed (familjestyrt)
• Family Dynasty (familjedynasti)
• Family Business (familjebolag)
• Family Firm (familjeföretag)

• Generational Shift 
(generationsskifte)

• Generational Change 
(generationsväxling, generationsbyte)

 

Figure  3-1 Word Combinations in First Article Search 

In the second search, the word ‘firm’ was added, which narrowed down the term ‘family’ 
with the thought of increasing relevance of the articles retrieved. Thus, the search com-
mand was advanced to ‘(family and firm and generation) or (family firm and generation)’vi, 
as is illustrated in figure 3-2. With this combination the database would search for articles 
including the words family firm as well as generation but also those articles that just include 

                                                 
iv The Swedish search criterion was ‘familj OCH generation’.  

v The following Swedish terms were used; ägarfamilj, familjeägd, familjestyrt, familjedynasti, familjebolag, fa-
miljeföretag. 

vi The Swedish search command was ‘(familj OCH företag OCH generation) AND (familjeföretag OCH 
generation). 
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these three words. In that way, our search still remained broad and the articles could possi-
bly include synonymies or words similar to ‘family firm’. Resulting, we retrieved 150 arti-
cles. 

S2 150

GenerationFamily

Firm

S3 26

GenerationFamily

Firm Shift

S2 150

GenerationFamily

Firm

S2 150

GenerationFamily

Firm

S3 26

GenerationFamily

Firm Shift

S3 26

GenerationFamily

Firm Shift

 

Figure  3-2 Word Combinations in Second and Third Article Search 

Then, in our third search the second search term ‘generation’ was narrowed down by the 
word ‘shift’. Again, to avoid a too narrow search, the searching commands were written as 
a composition of following two combination; ‘(family and firm and generation and shift) or 
(family firm and generational shift)’vii. As displayed in figure 3-2, we retrieved 26 articles.  

3.3 Data Analysis 
According to Miles and Huberman (1994) there are three activities that compose data 
analysis; namely data reduction, data display and drawing conclusions. These flows are 
connected to and influence each other as well as to the data collection. Since qualitative 
data analysis is of continuous nature, these four activities occur simultaneously and their in-
teractions can be found in figure 2-3. 

Conclusion:
Drawing/Verifying

Data
Display

Data
Collection

Data
Reduction Conclusion:

Drawing/Verifying

Data
Display

Data
Collection

Data
Reduction

 

Figure  3-3 Data Analysis, Interactive Model  
(Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 12) 

3.3.1 Sorting all Articles 
After collecting all 224 articles, a sorting criterion had to be determined to better be able to 
distinguish among them. For sorting the articles, however, using simple numeration was 
                                                 
vii The Swedish search command was ‘(familj OCH företag OCH generation OCH skift) AND (familjeföretag 

OCH generationskifte). 
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thought to increase the level of mistakes possible. Date of issue as an alternative selection 
criterion also seemed inappropriate since the time variable is not relevant in relation to the 
purpose of this study. At the same time, the likelihood and risk that some articles were 
published the same day eliminated this alternative as sorting criterion. 

It should be noted that the purpose of this study has no direct connection to a particular 
criterion (e.g. journalist) and therefore, any variable would have been appropriate as long as 
possible mistakes could have been decreased or prevented. Thus, we used the articles’ 
Swedish headings to alphabetically sort all articles retrieved. For doing this, computer pro-
grams could be used to coordinate the process of our work. Nevertheless, it should be 
mentioned that we retrieved five articles with the same heading during our first search. 
These cases were adjusted by numerations. 

The next natural step was to read all articles. Yet, before doing this we matched the three 
different searches against each other with help of computer programs. From the result of 
these matches we got an estimation of potentially irrelevant articles for this study. There-
fore, we could better plan how to continue working with the articles. To be more specific, 
working with all 224 articles would have been exceeding the time frame of this research 
while data based on 26 articles would not have been sufficient. 

3.3.2 Reading all Articles 
For reading all 224 articles, common research criteria had to be found. These should be 
helpful for evaluating and comparing the content of all 224 articles. Therefore, we decided 
to focus on five broader areas; homogeneity, firm characteristics, heterogeneity, succession 
and general picture communicated and/or perceived. In relation to these five areas of con-
cern, specific questions were formulated and a detailed list of these questions is attached in 
appendix 2. 

The first criterion, homogeneity, aimed to categorise those articles that report on several 
family firms, family firms in general or about current trends among family firms. Secondly, 
with characteristics of firm(s), information about size, age, industry or alike of family firms 
could be recorded. Additionally, heterogeneity questions were based on the framework of 
Gersick et al. (1997). Similarly, previously presented succession theories were used as guide 
for searching this kind of information in Dagens Industri articles. 

3.3.3 Working with Articles 
After reading all articles with above mentioned criteria in mind, we could firstly eliminate 
articles and secondly categorise remaining ones. Miles and Huberman (1994, p. 10) refer to 
this process as data reduction, which includes “selecting […] simplifying, abstracting and trans-
forming the data that appears in written-up field notes or transcriptions”. However, it should be noted 
that data reduction does not only refer to reducing the amount of data, but also includes 
coding, summarising and categorising (Miles & Huberman, 1994). When reading all articles, 
it became evident that 96 articles did not report on succession and family firms, which is 
why these were excluded, as can be found in appendix 3. 

Remaining 128 articles were read again and summarised to short transcripts. These summa-
ries were discussed in terms of being helpful in answering the purpose of this study. Thus, 
additional 31 articles were eliminated and a list of these is attached in appendix 4. In rela-
tion to the remaining 97 articles it can be argued that much information is lost by writing 
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summaries. That is why we reprocessed the 97 articles by extracting quotes about succes-
sion procedures in family firms. During this process, four common topics appeared; poli-
cies about family firms and succession in general, buying or selling family firms that are in 
succession, successful family firms that want to remain as family firms and family firms that 
are/were in a succession process. Following, some articles reported on one of these topics 
but not as main context which is why these were excluded. Detailed information on these 
15 articles can be found in appendix 5. Summarising, deciding upon patterns and categories 
that best capture data is one feature of data reduction and it has been argued that “data re-
duction is a form of analysis that sharpens, sorts, focuses, discards and organises data in such a way that fi-
nal conclusions can be drawn and verified” (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 11). 

Further, Miles and Huberman (1994) suggest that the display of data is another part of data 
analysis and understanding of the results. A central idea behind data display is to reduce 
complex information and to find configurations that organise and simplify the data. More 
specifically, text is seen as the most frequent type of data display that is “an organised, com-
pressed assembly of information that permits conclusion drawing and action” (Miles & Huberman, 
1994, p. 11). As stated previously, four common topics were perceived and these were used 
to present the empirical findings of this study. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the ar-
ticles connected to general succession topics, buying and/or selling family firms and suc-
cessful companies that want to remain family businesses, were presented in a combined 
summary. Some extractions were used to emphasise their message. In contrast, the articles 
reporting on succession practices were firstly presented per article and secondly based on 
extractions. This was done since summaries would show an interpreted picture of what we 
had read. Yet, we wanted to present our results in a way that leaves little room for interpre-
tation and the choice of words Dagens Industri uses could be kept. That is why these quo-
tations were translated from Swedish to English. In addition, these 16 articles were dis-
played following their date of issue which represents the course of events in each family 
firm Dagens Industri reports on. 

When reading the articles from the data collection, we got an insight into this newspaper’s 
reporting style. Interestingly, the words written by Dagens Industri journalists were unex-
pected since flattering descriptions dominated the message among most articles. That is 
why we interviewed Karl-Erik Gustafsson gain a broader perspective about Dagens Indus-
tri. Karl-Erik Gustafsson is professor at the Media Management and Transformation Cen-
tre of Jönköping International Business School and has newspapers as research focus. We 
interviewed Karl-Erik Gustafsson in his office on May 15th 2007, 08:30-09:15 and his main 
comments are summarised in appendix 6.   

The third stream in the data analysis model by Miles & Huberman (1994) is connected to 
drawing conclusion and verification. This step of the data analysis may be finalised when 
the research process moves towards its end, since continuous data collection influences the 
final results. As previously stated, three research question were formulated to help answer 
the purpose of this study. These were therefore used as frame for structuring our interpre-
tations. The disposition of the interpretation chapter follows the sequence of the research 
questions. Also, the theories used to form these research questions served as base for in-
terpreting the articles. This type of data analysis is often referred to as a deductive approach 
(Hussey & Hussey, 1997). 
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3.4 Research Quality 
“Human behavior is never static” and any phenomena studied by a qualitative approach is likely 
to be interpreted differently by researchers (Merriam, 1998, p. 205). However, Lincoln and 
Guba (1985, cited in Merriam, 1998) point out the importance of the match between data 
collected and their interpretations. Merriam (1998, p. 211) on the other hand notes that “the 
researcher has an obligation to provide enough detailed description of the study’s context to enable the reader 
to compare the ‘fit’ with their situations”. 

Basing our data collection on Affärsdata had several advantages. Since Affärsdata provides 
access to articles from the print edition of Dagens Industri as well as the web page, a com-
plete grasp of all articles published during a two year period could be gained. Further, since 
it was possible to conduct refined searches by using search terms, we could be sure to get a 
comprehensive retrieval of articles which report on family firms and succession. Neverthe-
less, Affärsdata searches are based on the words used in the articles. That is why we had to 
read (or at least scan) the articles for their content. Yet, the matches of all three searching 
heats were of advantage to coordinate the research process. Considering the amount of ar-
ticles retrieved and the time available reading them could have possibly resulted in a hasty 
elimination of articles. This, however, could be prevented with help of the matches. An-
other advantage of our data collection therefore rests in the preliminary search. On the 
other hand, this preliminary search was also time-consuming.  

With help of our sections on data collections, others can retrieve the same Dagens Industri 
articles. Additionally, it should be mentioned that we could also confirm our data in general 
but more important when problems occurred. Some problems arose for example because 
of language barriers when translating the extractions into English. Another language disad-
vantage lies in the fact that the mother tongue of one of us is neither Swedish nor English. 
In contrast to our data collection, our process of data interpretation might be more difficult 
to replicate. This is because academic and personal background influenced the analysis of 
Dagens Industri articles. Yet, by using ‘Dagens Industri words’, a rather fair picture of its 
articles could be presented.  
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4 Empirical Findings 
This chapter presents our findings from the Dagens Industri articles retrieved. While the first two sections 
summarise the articles that reported about succession in general as well as successful family firms, a detailed 
description of the main findings follows. The chapter ends with a summary about markets evolving from suc-
cession problems in family firms.   

As mentioned previously, 224 articles were retrieved from Affärsdata. Out of these, 140 
could be excluded in three separate runs, resulting in 84 articles to make up the empirical 
findings of this study and these will be presented in the subsequent sections. Descriptions 
of the excluded articles are provided in appendix 2, 3 and 4. The articles included in this 
chapter, however, communicated information about family firms and succession, yet from 
different perspectives. The first group of articles report on succession in family firms in 
general as well as associated policies. Secondly, some articles were similar in terms of re-
porting about successful companies that strive to remain within the family. The third group 
of articles cover more detailed information about succession procedures and alike while the 
last sub-group address selling and/or buying family businesses. These topic groups were 
used to present all 84 articles in their details. 

4.1 Articles about Succession in General  
The first key topic in Dagens Industri was current trends and policies among family firms 
in succession, which could be found in following 9 articles;  

1. Foreign Ownership Worries Finnish Businessmen, 2005-01-151 
2. Lower Tax on Wish List of German Enterprisers, 2005-09-192 
3. Swedish Boss often over 60, 2006-04-243 
4. Good Advice for Ownership Swap, 2006-05-244 
5. Small Effects after Removing Heritage Tax, 2005-05-305 
6. White Knights of Help in Family Quarrels, 2006-06-216 
7. Successful Ownership Shift Important for Sweden, 2006-06-217 
8. A Good Example of What Sweden Needs, 2006-12-018 
9. Cold Wind at Stock Exchange and Political Resistance, 2005-05-269 

Five articles describe a problem in the fact that many people who were born in the 1940s 
slowly retire. This generation, however, dominates among today’s business owners. Despite 
the demand for succession, potential successors are difficult to find. Reasons for this are 
seen in the differing profession interests of the younger generation. This kind of informa-
tion is communicated in words, such as: 

“Background is of course the many ownership shifts await as the 1940s generation is retir-
ing [and] close to 90,000 firms with fewer than 50 employees are facing a risk of closing 

down if there are no buyers or if the children do not want to take over.” 
(‘Good Advice for Ownership Swap’) 

“It is not obvious that the third or fourth generation want to take over.” 
(‘Successful Ownership Shift Important for Sweden’) 

In contrast, four of the nine articles focus on taxes in relation to family firms and succes-
sion. These four articles report about taxes being described as obstacles for family firms 
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when facing succession. Affects of removing heritage and/or gift taxes are perceived as 
beneficial in Sweden, Finland as well as in Germany. Dagens Industri uses following exam-
ples for describing taxes as tool for facilitating and stimulating succession in family firms:  

“New generations do not want to take over [because they] value liberty and money higher 
than the family jewels.” 

(‘Small Effects after Removing Heritage tax’). 

“Finnish companies should be owned by Finnish people.” 
(‘Foreign Ownership Worries Finnish Businessmen’) 

4.2 From Success to Succession 
The second key topic found in Dagens Industri comprises articles that report about suc-
cessful firms where keeping the family variable is planned, anticipated and/or wished. Al-
though succession per se is mentioned, it is not emphasised in the context. Following 38 
articles adapt this pattern; 

1. Siba - in the Lead with This Country's Fast Growers, 2005-01-2010 
2. Successful Journey From Skis to Pumps, 2005-03-0311 
3. Family Dynasty Risks Loosing Control over Fiat, 2005-03-0412 
4. Bread-Merger to Benefit Handcrafted Crisp-Bread, 2005-03-1013 
5. Small Lumber Mill More Profitable than Larger Ones, 2005-05-1214 
6. Garbage Becomes Big Deal, 2005-05-1515 
7. Believes in Bright Future rise When Lumber Mill Makes Heavy Investment, 2005-05-3116 
8. Shipping Queen Breaks Billion Wall, 2005-07-2617 
9. Lumber Mill saws Denmark - But Hopes for Japan, 2005-09-0118 
10. Family Quarrels Almost Tradition for Wallenberg, 2005-09-3019 
11. Burger Brothers Extend to Max, 2005-10-0620 
12. Rich from Radios and Oil, 2005-10-2621 
13. New Business in Mind, 2005-11-0122 
14. Classic Coffee Roaster First with Portion Bags, 2005-11-0923 
15. Hans Rausing, age 79 - Recharges with New Large Business, 2005-11-1124 
16. Power Changeover for Akelius Business, 2005-11-1725 
17. Family Firm in Klippan Speeds Up with Flying Blankets, 2005-11-2526 
18. Competitors Build Tracks - Then it is Easy to Take Jobs, 2005-11-2527 
19. He Fights for Sweden, 2005-12-1228 
20. Fashion Guru Sings about India and the Deal of his Life, 2006-01-2029 
21. Polarbröd out of Baking Waters, 2006-01-2530 
22. Squares Oppose Trend, 2006-02-0331 
23. Successful Business Hunt in London, 2006-03-0632 
24. Post Entry Worries People in Ljungby, 2006-03-3033 
25. 5 Questions to…, 2006-04-2934 
26. Swiss Banker Makes New attempt taking Swedish Customers, 2006-05-1835 
27. Rush For Gustav's Chair, 2006-05-2436 
28. It is In to be Out, 2006-07-0437 
29. Clas Ohlson Growth as Next Nut to Crack, 2006-07-1138 
30. Village Became a Shopping-Mecca, 2006-07-1339 
31. High Pressure for Älvsbyhus, 2005-07-2340 
32. Öhman CEO carries on Family Heritage, 2006-07-2841 
33. Record Queue Curls to Hottest Ice Cream Pick, 2006-08-0142 
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34. Top Results for Measuring Firm, 2006-08-1143 
35. Rookie With Berry Business Idea, 2006-10-0444 
36. Småland Philosophy Behind Founded Success, 2006-10-1845 
37. Ikea Gets Toy Firm into the World, 2006-10-2746 
38. Pill-Containers Lift Family Firm into Space, 2006-11-0647 
39. Agriculture Technologist Saves Family Farm House, 2006-12-1648 

More in detail, four articles take form of portrays of people of are or were involved in suc-
cessful family firms. The persons in focus are/were board member, founder or creator of 
the companies reported on. To describe these successful people, Dagens Industri uses ex-
pressions such as: 

“The legendary creator of the Tetra Pak Group” 
(‘Hans Rausing, age 79 - Recharges with New Large Business’) 

“[He] probably stands in the way for many people here at Ikea [and the children now] 
work with great success [in the company]” 

(‘He Fights for Sweden’) 

An additional message in most of these articles is success and success is described as 
growth in sales and/or profit. In connection to the increased business performance, it is 
reported that the younger generation is ready and waiting to take over. Another common 
feature of the family firms in these articles is their wish to remain as family businesses. 
Similarly, some articles present family firms that talk about their future in a positive way. 
Dagens Industri uses words and expressions such as in following extracts. 

“Dark bread secures sales for the new owner generation […] Polarbröd moves towards better 
times as the demand for the company’s dark bread increases.” 

(‘Polarbröd out of Baking Waters ’) 

“Dosett has taken the family firm Item to the top of the profitability league.” 
(‘Pill-Containers Lift Family Firm into Space’) 

 “Hopefully, we can continue another 100 years.” 
(‘Believes in Bright Future rise When Lumber Mill Makes Heavy  

Investment’) 

“The generational shift has been smooth and the young business leaders believe in a bright 
and global future for the outdoor industry.” 

(‘It is In to be Out’) 

“So Klippan Yllefabrik continues to live and the fifth generation can take on in the 123 
year old family business.” 

(‘Family Firm in Klippan Speeds Up with Flying Blankets’) 

“The Bergfors family has full faith in the future.” 
(‘Burger Brothers Extend to Max’) 

“The company will remain world leading in measuring trees.” 
(‘Top Results for Measuring Firm’) 
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4.3 Succession in Family Firms 
Following, those articles that were seen as most relevant will be presented. These 16 articles 
include detailed information about succession processes, motives and successors.  

4.3.1 Five Generations of Classic Fashion 
“A generational change has to be done with care” are the opening words of the article ‘Five gen-
erations of classic fashion’49, published 2005-02-21. After a corporate career, Charlotte 
Jacobsson Sekund “goes over to freedom in the small family firm” becoming fifth generation of the 
fashion store Jacobsson; 150-years family owned. Charlotte is currently in the transferring 
process and “this is a job that may take several years. Dad Lennart Jacobsson leaves slowly and 
smoothly all work to his daughter”, while just some formal assignments remain.  

Charlotte has been working with PR activities in a corporate bank for almost 20 years but 
now “[she is] back to the family firm, a rather well-known small store” in Stockholm. “I love my job” 
and the freedom of having an own company makes working much more fun, says Char-
lotte. Her entrance into the business is connected to emotions and enthusiasm. That is why 
she knows that structures and written agreements are needed to complete the generational 
change. 

“I told my dad that I was interested to take over but that this should happen under certain 
circumstances.” 

These conditions were firstly that Charlotte gets 100 percent ownership and secondly, that 
her sister also agrees to this arrangement. Charlotte and her sister could agree and their 
parents tried to compensate on these matters. This was done in order to prevent possible 
ownership fights or alike “that often occur in firms where several family members act as owners.” Es-
pecially those people who have no operational involvement in the company usually want to 
realise the assets they have. However, this realisation is often not wanted or liked by own-
ers active in the business. “A third condition was a written agreement, which regulates everything”; 
even small issues like who does what, since the parents are still involved in the store. 

The firm was founded by her grandfather’s father’s uncle, Carl Jacobsson, who opened the 
store in 1855. Over the years, production and consumption changed that forced the busi-
ness to change its focus and strategies. Today, the store operates on a niche and tries to re-
spond to customer needs with quality and service. 

“I wanted to get ahead. I wanted to travel. I wanted to experience something else.” 

Charlotte comments that she grew up in the business, but had different interests when she 
graduated. She feels happy and satisfied to come back to the small family business, since 
“the grass is not greener on the other side, just different”. On the other hand, Charlotte was con-
cerned to go back to the family firm, “but the shoe’s fit. I have found my roots”. Finally, Charlotte 
hopes to leave the firm to her daughter who is 13 years old and who would become the 
sixth generation in the family firm. 
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4.3.2 Securitas – a Family Firm 
‘Securitas – a family firm’50, published 2005-03-03, is an article on the business man “Melker 
Schörling’s oldest daughter, Sofia Schörling and her school enrolment in her dad’s businesses”. Principal 
owners to the security firm are Melker Schörling and Gustaf Douglas who together own 
about 40 percent of votes and 16 percent of the firm’s capital.  

“And it was Gustaf Douglas who suggested that Sofia Schörling should take a step into 
the board room. For some time he has been having his son, Carl Douglas, as colleague in 

the board room.” 

Marianne Nilsson, a member of the nomination committee, agrees on the support for Sofia 
Schörling “because we think that it is good if principal owners show some long-term involvement. One can 
show this by choosing to introduce the next generation into the business”. Sofia Schörling was born in 
1978 and is working as brand consultant. She has been sitting in the board of Attendos for 
two years, “a firm that is owned by Melker Schörling and Gustaf Douglas, but that has been under 
take-over”. In relation to the question of how her future will look like and if she will take 
over after her father, Sofia Schörling comments “this I do not know, I also have a sister”. 

4.3.3 Kinship Disputes in Finland’s Richest Family are over 
‘Kinship disputes in Finland’s richest family are over’51 was published 2005-04-11 and cov-
ers a story about four siblings fighting about the Finnish elevator producer Kone.  

“Antti Herlin keeps the elevator group. His three siblings take power in […] Cargotec”. 
“Consequently, Finland’s most observed and infected kinship dispute is over.” 

The family’s control over Kone has been exercised through two holding companies. Con-
trol over these holding firms has been in the hand of Pekka Herlin, third generation, until 
1999.  

“In spring 1999, Pekka Herlin transfers his majority shares in the holding firms to his 
son Antti who was already chosen to take over the leadership of Kone. Antti’s siblings 

Ilona, Niklas and Ilkka must not know anything about the power transfer.” 

“Heritage conflicts have separated the legendary family.” 

When the secrets came out the family crisis started and the three siblings turned against 
their father and brother. “All bonds were cut off and remained so even after dad Pekka’s dead in 
2003”. In autumn, Kone decided to distribute share earnings of Cargotec, which was 
thought to follow the ownership structure of Kone. This would mean that the family Her-
lin would receive absolute power even in Cargotec and that Anttis’s management position 
would continue. However, lawyers have been working to find a solution for problems as-
sociated with the family disagreements. “The solution includes that Antti gets the holding company 
and consequently the power in Kone, which is the world’s forth biggest elevator producer […]. Niklas, Ilona 
and Ilkka get Cargotec”.   
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4.3.4 Dad is my Sounding Board 
‘Dad is my sounding board’52, published 2005-05-30, focuses on Maria Skårberg who takes 
over the family’s charcuterie. Maria became second female CEO in this industry and she 
notes that “it is not without cost to take over a business”. 

“In times when others escape family businesses, she swims against the current [and] takes 
over the work of her father’s lifetime.” 

In 1960, the company was founded by the brothers Bertil and Lars Pettersson and was fi-
nanced by Maria’s grandfather Agnar. “Eight years later, the third brother jumped on the family’s 
bandwagon. Since that time, the brothers have had three children each.” Dividing the business among 
all nine children was never considered “since just five of them wanted to take over”. Maria got to-
gether with some of the other heirs to start another company that later bought all shares in 
the charcuterie. Today, four of these five owners are working in the firm; as quality respon-
sible, marketing & sales manager and production manager.  

“That particularly Maria Skårberg should take over her father’s CEO position have all 
family members been at one. She knows the business inside out […].” 

Maria is close to her father and she says that “as chairman he is still my boss, my mentor but I have 
never been favoured during the past years.”  Her father’s idea to leave management came about 
three years ago when he “had been running the firm for 42 years and felt that all energy was going to 
its end”.  

“I have been very lucky to have children that wanted to take over. I have never really been 
thinking about that because I did not realise that there was not much to take over.” 

In addition, Bertil and Maria emphasise that “the process takes much time and it takes different 
time for all people”. Lawyers were employed to take care of all legal arrangements needed. 
When Maria was assigned as Vice CEO, she got help from a mentor, Lars Holmström, 
who worked as CEO in another firm. He “has experiences as externally employed CEO”, knows 
the industry, is board expert and has knowledge about large firms. 

“The package includes also informing employees, customers and suppliers as early as pos-
sible. It is a security for all to know about what is going on; that the firm is not bought or 

alike.” 

Besides the succession process, communication is mentioned. Bertil also makes clear that 
“managing is one thing and ownership is another” but that he is now ready to leave the firm. After 
seeing many unsuccessful successions, he emphasises the following: 

“I would just be a burden if I stayed here. Some business men could not let go but just 
criticised. At the end their sons became tired and went to other firms. In other case, suc-
cession was just delayed until he [the business man] died when he was 84. The firm was 
bought off and did not survive. You have to give the young all freedom. Trust is the nuts 

and bolts of the whole process.” 
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4.3.5 That is How We Divide the Power 
In ‘That is how we divide the power’53 Dagens Industri published 2005-11-08 an interview 
with Jacob Wallenberg who talks about completing the “generational change in Sweden’s most 
powerful finance family”. The management reshuffle resulted in the following. 

“Jacob Wallenberg became chairman for Investor, his cousin Marcus took over as SEB-
chairman and younger brother Peter, also called Poker, became Vice chairman in Knut 

and Alice Wallenberg’s trust.” 

The trust, the bank and Investor have been the most important operations of the family, 
which is why many discussion were necessary to decide how responsibilities should be di-
vided. Jacob Wallenberg stresses that “we discussed for a long time about who should take responsi-
bility for what”.  

“The family’s earlier head, 79 year old Peter “Pirre” Wallenberg, still sits as chairman 
of the board in Knut and Alice Wallenberg’s trust”. 

Furthermore, Jacob makes clear that “we, or he, have decided to focus on research operations. It is the 
three of us from the new generation who are responsible for managing the capital [but] dad still contributes 
with good advices and […] the young generation Wallenberg has daily contact to each other”, since tradi-
tional family values and family time are crucial factors that is believed in. 

4.3.6 Newspaper King Puts Pressure on Daughters 
The article ‘Newspaper king puts pressure on daughters’54, published on 2005-11-10, is an 
interview with “Gothenburg’s newspaper king Peter Hjörne” who gives his view on the family 
firm Stampen and the transfer of ownership to his daughters. “Of course I have considerable 
power in Media Sweden” Peter says.  

“This power, he has now begun to transfer to the fourth generation Hjörne, his five 
daughters [and in my] absolute belief […] it is good if Stampen remains a family firm. It 

is a guarantee for a long term perspective.” 

Further, Peter notes that “he is aware of the fact that he has a proud family tradition to defend” since 
his grandfather once saved Göteborgsposten from bankruptcy in 1926. Peter Hjörne con-
tinues that he has “talked to his ‘big girls’; the younger daughters are still too small; if they want to take 
over ownership”. Since “they have expressed such a will” Peter says, “it is my responsibility to steer them 
into the owner side in a sound way”.  

“He wants to pass on the relay baton he once got from his father Lars Hjörne to the next 
generation.”  

“If they become active in the operations is another question.” 

Further, Peter Hjörne says that “if God is good, they will be active on the owner side”. Today, the 
children have a few percent of shares each. Peter Hjörne states his happiness about the fact 
that his oldest daughter chose an education within media and journalism without asking 
him. Peter Hjörne’s family is, together with his sister and her family, the principal owner 
and controls almost 80 percent of Stampen’s shares. 
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4.3.7 Put New Colours in Dad’s Store 
The article ‘Put new colours in dad’s store’55, from 2005-08-16, tells the story of a Swedish 
paint shop that performed bad until the owner’s sons came into the business and made it 
profitable.  

“[…] a satisfied and healthy father does not play with the idea to take over the business 
again.” 

Anders Karlsson had worked as tour guide when his father rang him “and asked if he could 
come home and help out in the store, Färghuset”. Maybe his help was not needed, but his father 
had been sick and had not thought about the future of the company. Yet, Anders’ dad real-
ised that “he could not run the business forever”. Both, father and son regard these times as re-
warding and informative. After some years, the company started performing better and the 
work load increased, which is why “Anders asked his brother Magnus Utterström to help out as 
well”. 

“One day he came to the store where I worked and asked whether we could take over 
Färghuset together. Some days later I resigned. That we should take over Färghuset felt 

naturally.” 

Some time later, the brothers started the company Colvest AB and in 2002 their subsidiary 
company Colmix was founded. Some firm acquisitions followed and could contribute to 
the positive performance of the firm. “Colvest’s total turnover is about 27.6 million Swedish kronor 
in comparison to 6 millions when the brothers took over.” 

“Dad Göran is still in the firm and takes care of the administration, but the sons own 
and decide.” 

 ”One often hears about other family firms where the parents keep all contacts and 
knowledge to themselves until they are 65. However, it is not possible to learn everything 

within a month.” 

The key to success is according to both brothers the fact that Göran “gave [them] time to learn 
about the firm and space to take care of it themselves.” Anders emphasises that succession requires 
much time and that it was of advantage that his father was always around although never 
being interfering.  

“He said from the beginning that he would let as take care of everything ourselves, but he 
also promised to stop us in case we are making big mistakes.” 

4.3.8 H&M Anonymous Steps Forward 
In ‘H&M anonymous steps forward’56, published 2006-01-30, “a change of the running direc-
tion” in the empire of Persson family is described.  

“Charlotte Persson has been given the important duty to take care of charity, investments 
and properties on the family’s behalf. […] Stefan Persson […] can be delighted that his 
two oldest children, Charlotte and Karl-Johan, show commitment for the family firm.” 

Both are in their 30s and have “after some years of school enrolment started to take over responsibili-
ties. Karl Johan’s focus is H&M.” From London, he works to develop the group while his sis-
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ter has so far chosen to work in lower channels. “She has also worked within H&M” but has 
been more involved with sponsoring and Swedish equitation. Stefan Persson’s decision to 
restructure all private businesses and trust has given her chance to distinguish herself from 
her brother. Some people from within the firm are convinced that “she is going to take more re-
sponsibilities” outside the business in later years.  

“Her most important duty will involve Family Erling Persson’s trust. She sits together 
with her father in the board of the trust.” 

This trust started in 1999 and focuses on charity work in contrast to the Wallenberg trust 
that has research as its focus. Charlotte Persson has also taken a seat in the board for 
Stefan Persson’s real estate company Ramsbury that bought several properties in Central 
Stockholm. 

4.3.9 New Hjörne in Power 
The article ‘New Hjörne in power’57, from 2006-02-22, is about a succession in Swedish 
newspaper.  

“With Josefin Hjörne, 25 years old, the fourth generation Hjörne takes a seat in Göte-
borgs-Posten.” 

 “The notion is first of all to learn more about the firm and the industry.” 

Josefin comments that her “goal [is] to become a good owner”, which she sees as incredible op-
portunity. The journalism student Josefin is the youngest board member in the Gothen-
burg region’s biggest morning paper. Although she has not much experience and knowl-
edge about board work, Josefin still hopes to still be able to contribute to the activities of 
the board.  

“It is a matter of taking in a younger perspective into the board work and I have many 
ideas.” 

“Her grandfather’s father Harry had saved the newspaper from times of bankruptcy and 
her grandfather was editor in chief for 21 years.” 

The newspaper has, similarly to other daily newspapers, had some profitability problems, 
which demanded cut-backs. Nevertheless, Josefin believes in the future for traditional daily 
newspapers despite recent threats in the newspaper industry. “The death of paper newspapers 
has been predicted long time ago […but…] I am convinced that both Göteborgs-Posten and other paper 
newspapers will retain an important and strong role for quiet some time in the future. Yet, we always have 
to develop further.”  Today the family owns 80 percent shares of Stampen, which is Göte-
borgs-Posten’s fast-growing holding company. Josefin owns 10 percent together with her 
three sisters. Josefin’s father also assumes an active position in the newspaper and “wants 
Stampen to remain a family firm”. 

“There has never been a doubt for me about wanting to become an owner of the group. I 
have never felt any pressure from my parents to take over, rather the opposite. I feel a big 

commitment towards the newspaper and our family’s possessions.” 
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At the moment, she combines her journalism studies with an internship at a magazine. 
However “she does not really think about a future leading position in the group.” Although Josefin 
does not want to rule any possibility out, she states that “this is nothing to talk about today”.  

“As it feels at the moment it is almost more attractive to try a job outside the group. I 
want to prove myself and the others that I can do a job because of my abilities and knowl-

edge, not just because of my family name.” 

4.3.10 Conversion Under The Gallows 
The article ‘Conversion under the gallows’58, released on 2006-04-20, is about the clothing 
firm Axelssons and the anticipation of good results that are associated with the new owners 
of the company.  

“New owner generation promises profits for clothing chain Axelssons. The brothers Jens 
and Jimmy Andersson have taken over leadership in the family business Axelssons 

Damkonfektion, which has been running at a loss for many years.” 

The firm introduced a new logotype to send a signal of new times and that the third gen-
eration of the family is ready to develop the business. The parents are still in the company 
and give support while at the same time decreasing their involvement. Two out of five 
children, Jens and Jimmy, are most interested and committed to the business; Jens as CEO 
and Jimmy as purchasing manager. The two sisters, Jenny and Kim, work from time to 
time in the company, while the youngest sibling finds his interests in another industry. 

“Axelssons has been in the family since 1937” and since then the company has been growing, 
especially in terms of shops and locations. Profits could not be reached during 21st cen-
tury, which has been hard for the family as well as the business. “But after saving arrangements 
and other measures, we are now seeing some changes and some small gains might be reached this year”. The 
“family has learned its lesson” from bad investments; its current presence in Stockholm is seen 
as sufficient and “growth with one shop per year” is planned for other towns. “Another way to grow 
is also to sell shoes, accessories and bags”. Also changes are planned in terms of order systems, 
accounting and marketing strategies. The future goal of the new generation is to reach 
profitability of at least 6 percent in five years.  

4.3.11 Disagreement about CEO-Position at Baby-Björn  
In the article ‘Disagreement about CEO-position at Baby-Björn’59, from 2006-04-24, Björn 
Jakobsson and his wife face the problem that all four children run their own businesses 
while their interests in the family firm are restricted to board work. 

“Björn Jakosson is 71 years old, but has no plans to retire as CEO yet. Together with 
his wife Lillemor, […] he led Baby-Björn for 40 years.” 

 “A generational shift is a process and it takes much time to plan. Several family mem-
bers need to find their roles.” 

The daughter Lisa runs a consulting company and preferably wants to continue to be a 
board member. She makes clear that they are a family at first and a family firm at second. 
For her this implies that she and her siblings are going to accept their responsibilities as 
owners when her parents have no energy any longer. 
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“Children can satisfy their ownership roles there without taking on operational involve-
ment in the business. […] But it is not necessary that one of us goes in as CEO. It is 

easier to sit in the board if we are not involved in the operations.” 

Lisa’s father, in contrast, does not agree to this and wishes that “one of his children goes in as 
CEO”. One of the children worked earlier as production manager in the company, but runs 
now his owns venture. His remaining two daughters are abroad or working respectively. 

4.3.12 Family Ties Gone with Business 
The article ‘Family ties gone with business’60, from 2006-04-28, is an interview with Jörgen 
Philip-Sörensen, who built Securitas into a “security empire”.  

“My brother and I do not speak to my brother anymore. […] I really miss my brother. 
[…] To make a complete closing, reconciliation with his brother still remains.” 

Jörgen Philip-Sörensen describes how he started working in his dad’s firm Förenade Sven-
ska Vakt. One day, his dad said “Go to Brussels, start a business and do not come back before you 
have succeeded”. Jörgen was given a single ticket to Belgium. Without knowing the language, 
he managed to build a company within two years, which is today the largest security firm 
on the Belgian market. 

“Father never believed in heritance. My brother and I simply had to buy him out.” 

“When it came to business my father was very cold. Then, family ties did not matter [...] 
to him, the sale was purely a business deal.” 

Jörgen Philip-Sörensen describes his relationship to his dad as filled with both love and 
hate. A few years after the brothers bought the company from their dad, his brother Sven 
wanted to sell his part and gave him a one week notice. This forced Jörgen to accept exter-
nal owners in the company. This “became the beginning of the definite break between the brothers 
[and] he wishes his father was alive now and could have seen this [family and business situation]”. Al-
though Jörgen does not work operatively in the firm anymore, he, as principal owner, is 
still chairman of the board in Group 4 Securicor. 

4.3.13 Third Generation Takes Over H&M 
Background to ‘Third generation takes over H&M’61, published 2006-05-04, is H&M’s 
shareholder meeting where “H&M’s heir Karl-Johan Persson takes a seat in the clothing giant’s 
board”. 

“If he follows on his father’s track, will he be CEO in three years.” 

About 1000 shareholders were registered to the meeting where “the son of the chairman and 
principal owner Stefan Persson” was standing in the centre of attention. An older shareholder 
comments on his reasons for attending this meeting. 

“I came here to see the young man who will take over H&M one day.” 

When being asked about his contribution to the board, Karl-Johan Persson answers “quiet a 
bit I hope. Above all, I have a strong commitment to H&M. I have been growing up in the company and 
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have been working in most parts of the operations; from purchase and sales to warehousing and now busi-
ness development“. 

“I can also contribute with a long-term perspective, because we are here to stay.” 

Similarities and connections are drawn to his father Stefan Persson, who started with his 
first job abroad in London before he became elected into the board in his 30s. “Stefan Pers-
son became CEO three years later”. Karl-Johan Persson is not commenting on the questions if 
he will follow his father’s career and if succession has been discussed in the family. In con-
trast, he praises the presence and actions of the current CEO, Rolf Eriksen. 

“What could you learn from your father Stefan and your grandfather Erling? – […] to 
always strive for continuous improvements, to be completive and never be satisfied.” 

“What are you most proud of? – […] many things. H&M has done many rather good 
things and I take tremendous pride in the business.” 

Another proud person that day was Stefan Persson who will from now on be accompanied 
in the board by his son. He states that “it is positive that Karl-Johan chose to get involved in H&M; 
he has tried different positions in the firm. It is nice that the election committee considers him as mature 
enough to take a seat in the board.” 

4.3.14 Grandchild Leads Indiska 
‘Grandchild leads Indiska’62 reported on 2006-06-16 about “Sofie Gunolf becoming new CEO 
for the clothing firm Indiska”.  

“As grandchild to the founder Åke Thambert is she third generation that continues the 
family firm’s sparkling traditions.” 

As successor to her uncle Anders, she feels that “it is very exciting to take over the daily manage-
ment” of the company that “she followed almost her entire live”. She explains that during her 
childhood and all family events, the business was topic of all conversations.  

“Sofie Gunolf was 15 years old when she started to work part time in one of the shops 
and with 19 she started to work fulltime.” 

Sofie was in charge of one store and she later became purchase responsible. Today, the 
business has about 70 stores in four countries and Sofie, not yet owner, plans to follow In-
diska’s expansion strategies into Norway, Denmark as well as in England. ”Indiska is fashion 
and arrangements. It is colours and Indian culture”.  

“[Indiska] has from the beginning been a family firm and there will be no changes, if 
Sofie Gunolf may decide. […] there is something special and positive with family firms.” 

“It feels save to have my grandmother, uncle, mother and the rest of the family as sound-
ing board and backup.” 

Following, Sofie counts on the fourth generation to step into the business one day and says 
“yeah, my nine years old daughter used to ask if she has to work at Indiska”. 
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4.3.15 New Paulsson Enters the Arena 
‘New Paulsson enters the arena’63 is an article, published on 2006-06-30, about the Pauls-
son family, its businesses and its rejuvenation; both in terms of the family’s business and 
the proximate tennis society. The key topic is Svante Paulsson, son and heir of Erik Pauls-
son, who became CEO in the business. Svante took a back seat in the family business dur-
ing past years, but became now CEO for Backahill AB, a stock listed company in which the 
family owns shares. He emphasises that tennis and business are closely connected.  

“All responsibilities are followed by the label ‘father’s son’ who was born with this as-
signment and who, in contrast to this dad Erik and uncle Mats, does not have to start 

with empty hands.” 

Svante makes clear that his father’s values did not change over the years, but rather, they 
were transferred to the children. “I am aware that I have had a very secure childhood and I am not 
embarrassed over that”, but his childhood gave him some kind of driving force.  

“I never needed to work to survive, but that might also entail to always wanting prove 
oneself. To risk to be seen just as ‘Erik’s son’ is among the things that I am most afraid 

of.”  

“The years with car business have been in many ways been the most important in my life 
from a developmental point of view. It feels a bit like I could prove to myself what I can 

do. ” 

For about ten years, Svante managed his own car selling business, which he later sold to 
work with the attractive family firm instead. He explains that he got his ability to do busi-
ness from home, which might also explain his involvement in several projects outside the 
family business.  

“I have tremendous respect for dad and have much to thank him for. He had trust in me, 
believed in me and did not interfere. We like being together and think much alike. I used 
to talk to him about three, four times a week, and we try to talk about other things than 

business… .” 

4.3.16 On Scout for New Deals for Öhman 
In the article ‘On scout for new deals for Öhman’64, from 2006-07-28, Claes Dinkelspiel 
explains about his 40 years of being an active person in the Swedish finance industry. 

“The base has been the almost 100-year old family firm Öhman, which could grow in 
terms of depth and width under his direction.”  

“To continue in the family firm was not a matter of course. His older brother Ulf 
Dinkelspiel had tried and left the company.” 

In 1960, Claes became Sweden’s youngest stockbroker when he started working at Öh-
man’s at the age of 21. In these times, the bread-and butter-firm employed eight people in a 
rather dying industry. “To think about his future, Claes Dinkelspiel adjourned to the French elite 
school Insead for his MBA-studies.”  

“During these times, his father decided to sell Öhman, and his son came home to help.” 
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Back home, Claes realised that there were other opportunities and he developed, with his 
MBA-background, some models for business analysis. He also started Börsguiden, an en-
cyclopaedia about stock listed firm that became very popular. “To sell and buy shares can be 
rather boring, but to analyse business ideas and companies is something to build a firm upon. That is why 
we kept Öhman.” 

In 1968, he became CEO for the company that was then “operating on a market that was flow-
ering” since topics such as business evaluations were not taught at university. During Claes’ 
years as manager for the company; his son became CEO in 2003, the value of the company 
rose from one million to one billion Swedish kronor and expanded into seven other coun-
tries. Claes states that “I am becoming older, but will never retire. I have a lot going on. But when it 
comes to Öhman and Nordnet, I safely leave the future in the new generation’s hands.”  

4.4 Family Firm Market 
Another topic found in Dagens Industri has the notion of a market of family firms, as 
communicated in 18 articles. In these articles, family firms are bought and/or sold as con-
sequence of succession. 

1. Plena Wants Growth by Fast Food, 2005-03-0765 
2. Packaging Next for Plastic Company, 2005-05-1366 
3. EQT Hunts Family Firms, 2005-06-2067 
4. Family Business As Formulae, 2005-08-1868 
5. Generational Shift in Place - Without Family, 2005-11-0369 
6. Drug Billionaire stirs Pots, 2005-11-1070 
7. Tinker-Brothers with Strive for Knowledge, 2005-11-2271 
8. Business Deals far Away from Stureplan, 2005-11-2972 
9. United Against the Enemy, 2005-11-2973 
10. City Gross Expands, 2006-04-0574 
11. Learn From Large Firms, 2006-06-0775 
12. Easy Way to Acquisitions, 2006-06-2176 
13. Family Makes Billion Kronor Deal, 2006-06-2277 
14. Bergendahl Diversifies by Acquisition, 2006-07-1178 
15. Laundry Profit Geared up Business, 2006-07-2579 
16. Drop-Outs Build Industrial Group, 2006-08-2280 
17. Creval Comes to Light, 2006-10-1381 
18. Trading Company makes Car Deal, 2006-12-0782 

First similarity among these articles covers a business idea of brokering for family firms. 
Their idea is based upon the trend that many people are currently retiring and that many 
family firms lack family member successors. With help of brokers, potential sellers and 
buyers can interact. To communicate information about this kind of deals, Dagens Industri 
uses expressions such as; 

“The industry faces a massive consolidation as the 1940s generation is retiring.” 
(‘United Against the Enemy’) 

“But many owner-managed firms have no new generation in the family to hand over to 
but must look for external buyers.” 
(‘Learn From Large Firms’) 
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“It can be difficult for an individual seller to find buyers.” 
(‘Business Deals far Away from Stureplan’) 

Furthermore, Dagens Industri articles report more specifically on family firms that have 
been bought. Reasons for this are either that no potential successors are present or that the 
younger generation lacks interest. The following statements are examples found in these 18 
articles. 

“Because his sons wanted to do other things, a younger acquaintance from the town 
bought the business.” 

(‘Generational Shift in Place - Without Family’) 

“I am getting a little older and there is nobody in the next generation who is interested, 
has the proper education or is operatively involved.” 

(‘Family Makes Billion Kronor Deal’) 

“I stayed as site manager in the company for a while but it did not suite me.” 
(‘Laundry Profit Geared up Business’) 

“I know Stig Blomgren since many years. The deal is built on mutual trust and interest 
for the firm’s continued long-term development, Jan Söderberg says.” 

(‘Packaging Next for Plastic Company’) 

“Volati Industri in many cases becomes the saviour for children of entrepreneurs who do 
not share their dad’s passion for enterprising.” 

(‘Family Business As Formulae’) 

In addition to previously mentioned topics, the articles also report on family firms that buy 
other companies that face succession but have no heirs. In these articles, financing options 
that enable acquisitions of family businesses are introduced. Following extracts exemplify 
how this kind of information is put in words.  

 “We are much more aggressive as enterprisers than family firms with older owners.” 
(‘Drop-Outs Build Industrial Group’) 

“CEO Kenneth Ekebom could take over the family firm Carl Bruske Måleri thanks to 
the AP-Convertible”. 

(‘Easy Way to Acquisitions’) 

“You simply buy family firms that are facing a generational shift.” 
(‘Family Business As Formulae’) 

 “The odd combination is a result of the company’s business idea to buy middle-sized, 
profitable and well managed family firms regardless of industry.” 

(‘Drug Billionaire stirs Pots’) 
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5 Interpretations 
This chapter follows our previously derived research questions. Thus, it should be noted that our frame of 
reference constitute the basis for the following interpretations. First, all articles in this study are connected to 
family firm characteristics. A detailed discussion on succession follows. Lastly, an interpretation of the gen-
eral message in Dagens Industri is presented.  

Before proceeding with our discussion about Dagens Industri articles, it is important to 
note that our interpretations are mainly based on theoretical constructs of family firms 
while institutional theory, as described in our frame of reference, will not be specifically 
drawn upon. Nevertheless, a comprehension of institutional theory was crucial to elaborate 
on the problem of this study and to derive research questions. 

5.1 Family Firm Characteristics  
Continuing our previous discussion about problems when defining family firms, general 
variations can be better understood by using the three-circle model. The interactions be-
tween the three sub-systems business, ownership and family contribute to the uniqueness 
of each family firm (see e.g. Kenyon-Rouvinez & Ward, 2005). The appearance of one fam-
ily business can also change since each sub-system develops over time (see e.g. Gersick et 
al., 1997). In other words, each sub-system can be divided into separate stages. From an-
other perspective, Melin and Nordqvist (2007) argue that various companies are labelled 
family firms although their differences are neglected. 

Following this argumentation, our first research question was derived to find out whether 
or not and if yes, what kind of differences are communicated by Dagens Industri. There-
fore, the focus of our interpretation lies in the differences related to the interactions of the 
three sub-systems. Yet, each system’s stages will be used as indicators for comparing the 
family firms rather than following the companies’ individual developments over time.  

5.1.1 Business Dimension 
First differences among family firms are associated with the development of their business 
dimensions (see e.g. Kenyon-Rouvinez & Ward, 2005). More specifically, Gersick et al. 
(1997) distinguish among three stages; start-up, formalisation/expansion and maturity. 
Others scholars also agree to these three-stage configurations, although labelling these as 
entrepreneurial, growth and maturity stage (Beatty & Ulrich, 2003). 

Generally, it should be noted that this kind of description is rather theoretical and therefore 
it may be difficult to categorise companies accordingly. Another reason for why these 
measures are problematic in their practical usage is that two stages can be overlapping. In 
other words, there is no clear start and/or end of each of these stages. That is why we 
chose to look at the business dimension of the companies in Dagens Industri articles in 
terms of industry and market presence. These business characteristics as well as size are 
suggested to be helpful when distinguishing family firms (e.g. Sharma, 2003). 

In relation to industry presence, Dagens Industri articles covered several sectors. As can be 
seen in table 5-1, five articles reported about family firms that were operating in the cloth-
ing and/or textile industry. These were H&M, Indiska, Axelssons Damkonfektion and 
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Jacobsson. In addition, three articles about family firms with investment and/or bank op-
erations were found while two articles discussed the Swedish newspaper business Stampen. 

Table  5-1 Industry Presence of Family Firms 

Industry Amount of Articles
Clothing/Textile 5 
Investment/Bank 3 
Media 2 
Security 2 
Food 1 
Children/Toy 1 
Manufacturing 1 
Paint 1 

 

Aside from industry, it was possible to distinguish among the players in the same category 
by looking at their market presence. In reference to clothing/textile industry, variations 
ranged from niche presence to international operations. Indiska and H&M, for example, 
were reported to be operating on markets outside Sweden, whereas Axelssons Damkonfek-
tion focused on expanding in the Swedish market. Domestic focus in terms of a niche 
presence was indicated in relation to Jakobsson. 

Furthermore, Dagens Industri often gave financial background information about the 
companies in its articles while turnover appeared most frequently. However, since this kind 
of information was not given in relation to all clothing/textile businesses, their comparison 
was impossible. The articles including this kind of performance measure, on the other 
hand, referred to different industries and comparing them would result in a simple picture 
of numbers without direct use. 

5.1.2 Ownership Dimension 
Differences among family firms are also connected to ownership structures and develop-
ment (Gersick et al., 1997). As introduced in our theory chapter, there are three types of 
ownership; controlling owner, sibling partnership and cousin consortium. 

From a general perspective, Dagens Industri indicated differences in ownership structures 
among family firms. Interestingly, the single owner stage became evident in only two arti-
cles. In one example Charlotte Jacobsson held 100 percent ownership in the fashion store 
but also Antti Herlin was reported to be single owner in the family’s holding company. A 
similar notion of single ownership was expressed in four other articles although these re-
ferred to principal ownership. One of the two H&M articles made clear that Stefan Persson 
was principal owner of the fashion chain. Jörgen Philip-Sörenssen was also ascribed as 
principal owner of Securitas while another article about the same business labelled Melker 
Schörling and Gustaf Douglas principal owners. Similarly the articles about the Hjörne 
Family carried a message of Peter Hjörne being principal owner of Stampen. This percep-
tion of him holding single control, however, was misleading since a note in the articles 
clarified that ownership was shared with his sister. That is why this ownership distribution 
should rather be called a sibling partnership. 
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In three of its articles Dagens Industri explicitly reported about sibling partnerships while 
amount of siblings varied. More specifically, ‘Kinship disputes in Finland’s richest family 
are over’ presented shared control among three Herlin siblings who could cooperate to-
gether but also jointly turned against the fourth sibling. A more harmonious sibling part-
nership was described between Anders Karlsson and his brother Magnus, who seemed to 
be the only heirs to Färghuset. Similarly, Jens and Jimmy Andersson shared ownership po-
sition, which their younger siblings accepted. In that sense, Dagens Industri communicated 
a picture of well-functioning as well as difficult sibling partnerships that were either shared 
among all family heirs present or held by some of them. 

Dagens Industri also reported on one case where ownership was held among five siblings 
from three branches of the family, also called cousin consortium. In contrast to the owner-
ship disputes reported among siblings, this example described a family working well to-
gether despite the number of heirs. On the other hand, no reasons were given for why only 
five of nine family members took over ownership. 

To summarise, the family firms mentioned in Dagens Industri assumed different owner-
ship structures. Cousin consortium was least presented, while sibling partnerships and prin-
cipal ownership appeared more often. Yet, it has to be emphasised that principal ownership 
in form of sibling and business partnerships was misleadingly presented by the idea of sin-
gle ownership.  

5.1.3 Family Dimension 
Lastly, family firms can be distinguished by the family dimension and its stages; young 
business family, entering the business, working together and passing the baton (Gersick et 
al., 1997). Again, it should be noted that this illustration is rather theoretical and may be 
difficult to apply in practice. That is why we decided to differentiate among the businesses 
presented by Dagens Industry by looking at the time span of being in family possession.  

All articles included information indicating that the company had been held within the fam-
ily; either in terms of years and/or generations. More specifically, in nine articles the time 
of family command over the business was specified by generation. As also can be seen in 
figure 5-1, seven articles did not give specified information, although past family involve-
ment was made clear. Further, figure 5-1 illustrates that the majority of articles reported on 
companies that were family firms in the fourth generation, followed by family businesses in 
second and third generation. 
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Figure  5-1 Family Firms in Years and Generations 

In addition, differences were communicated by using years as time variable which is visual-
ised in the lower part of the figure. In ‘On scout for new deals for Öhman’, the company 
was described as a 100-year old family firm although it did not become clear how many 
generation had been involved since then. Nevertheless, from this article it was apparent 
that this family firm was at least transferred to a second generation which is why only two 
generations were captured in the illustration. After making this clear, figure 5-1 further in-
dicates a positive relationship between the years of being a family firm and for how many 
generations it has been passed on. The age of the oldest family business, fashion store 
Jacobsson, was interestingly reported with three time references; “150-years old family firm”, 
“five generations of classic fashion” and “[…] opened the store in 1855”. Thus, also Dagens Industri 
emphasised this special case of family firm that could successfully survive over time and 
several generations. 

5.2 Succession in Family Firms 
Following the disposition of our theory chapter, our second research question referred to 
the information communicated by Dagens Industri about how succession should proceed. 
More specifically, we investigated succession in terms of types, process stages, attributes of 
successors as well as their motives. 

5.2.1 Type of succession 
In its broadest sense, it has been suggested that succession is seen as wealth transfer from 
one generation to another (Steier, 2001). Further, distinctions are made between transfer of 
ownership and management (Davis & Klein, 2005). From the articles in our study, it be-
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came evident that Dagens Industri addressed ownership and management succession as 
well as a combination of the two.  
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Figure  5-2 Ownership Succession in the Securitas Cases 

Generally, seven out of 16 articles focused upon ownership succession while differences 
among these also became evident. Interestingly, both articles about Securitas differentiated 
between two ownership transfers. As can be seen in figure 5-2, ownership succession was 
associated with board activities and with buying the company’s shares. In scenario dis-
played in the left hand side of the figure, members from two families shared ownership and 
board presence without problems being reported. In the other Securitas article, in contrast, 
the contact between the two brothers was cut off as a result of disagreements about joint 
ownership. 
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Figure  5-3 Ownership Succession in Terms of Board Membership 

Variations in transferring ownership were also indicated in the four articles about the 
Hjörne family, H&M’s rejuvenation and Baby-Björn; as visualised in figure 5-3. Despite the 
varying amount of generations involved in these family firms, in all examples, successors 
entered or were present in the board. However, Josefin Hjörne and Karl-Johan became 
board members in the families’ businesses whereas Charlotte Persson’s board enrolment 
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was limited to the family’s trust. Yet, Dagens Industri presented these cases as successions. 
Similar board responsibilities were reported in the article about Baby-Björn although suc-
cession was expressed as problematic and uncertain. Thus, it became apparent that Dagens 
Industri’s message was incongruent; what was displayed as succession in one article did not 
constitute the same in another.  

Following, six articles reported about management succession, but also here differences 
were made. Comparing the case of Indiska with the management reshuffle within the 
Wallenberg businesses, the number of successors and businesses varied. As can be seen in 
figure 5-4, the Wallenberg businesses comprised a bank, an investment company as well as 
a trust, which were divided among three heirs. One successor, however, was seen sufficient 
for the fashion store chain.  
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Figure  5-4 Management Succession in Indiska and the Wallenberg Businesses 
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Figure  5-5 Strong Repertoire of Potential Successors 

The amount of heirs was emphasised in the articles ‘Dad is my sounding board’ and ‘Con-
version under the gallows’. As shown in figure 5-5, both families had a strong repertoire of 
potential successors by the presence of several heirs. In the latter example, detailed infor-
mation about previous generations was unfortunately missing. Yet it was indicated that 
only one family branch was involved in the fashion store. In contrast, the food business Ja-
kobsdal was led by several cousins. 
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Further, combinations of ownership and management succession were communicated in 
three examples, whereas these differed in terms of the younger generations’ relationships 
and responsibilities in the family firm. As illustrated in figure 5-6, Charlotte became CEO 
of Jacobsson fashion after her sister’s agreement and withdrawal. Disagreements, on the 
other hand, were found among the Herlin siblings who all continued in several parts of the 
family business. The brothers Anders and Magnus, however, managed jointly the opera-
tions of Färghuset. In addition, to these findings, it became apparent that generational con-
flicts were not necessarily connected to an increase in generations and/or heirs.  
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Figure  5-6 Succession Differences among Jacobson, Kone and Färghuset 

In the case of Jacobsson, it was expressed that family harmony was preserved by compen-
sating the non-involved sibling. In contrast, just one Herlin heir was considered and in-
cluded in the succession process, which created a conflict. Yet, this could not be repaired 
by the later distribution of the family businesses. From another point of view, it should be 
kept in mind that presented harmonious families were connected to companies with high 
family traditions. In other words, in these examples, family continuity stood in the centre of 
attention rather than money. In the article about the Finnish family, these bonds were not 
emphasised while the main topic referred to shares and dividends. This focus on the mone-
tary side of a family firm therefore became the end of a legendary business family.  

5.2.2 Succession Process 
Following, Stavrou (1998) argues that offspring involvement proceeds through three main 
phases; pre-entry, entry and succession. More specifically, employment develops from part-
time to full-time and results in management positions.  

Dagens Industri did not present this kind of information in half of its articles and instead 
reported about the younger generation entering the family business without previous ex-
periences in the firm at hand and/or in similar roles. Furthermore, three cases briefly indi-
cated an increased business involvement although detailed information was missing. These 
kinds of descriptions were, however, given in five articles, which are visualised in figure 5-
7. 
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Figure  5-7 Succession as Process of Increased Business Involevement 

As can be seen in figure 5-7, a step-wise involvement occurred in H&M and Indiska. In the 
latter example, Sofie’s responsibilities were limited to the operational side of the business. 
After growing up with Indiska, she entered the firm in the form of part-time jobs that later 
became full-time. Positions as store manager and purchase responsible followed before be-
coming CEO. Similarly, the article about Karl-Johan emphasised that he had been active 
on various levels in H&M before entering its board.  

Following, Dagens Industri often suggested a CEO position as final stage of business in-
volvement. In reference to Karl-Johan, this behaviour would reflect the career progression 
of his father. CEO position as final stage was also related to Josefin Hjörne, whose busi-
ness entrance was grounded on holding shares and recent board work. A likewise discus-
sion was held in Baby-Björn firm but the possibility of an operational career, and a CEO 
position in particular, was ruled out. From this perspective, it became transparent that suc-
cessors did not necessarily follow what Dagens Industri marked as natural succession path. 
Another succession track was confirmed by the article ‘Dad is my sounding board’ where it 
was emphasised that Maria Skårberg became CEO after buying shares and being vice CEO. 

5.2.3 Successor Attributes 
After discussing the stepwise entrance of the younger generation in family firms, Dagens 
Industri also communicated some ideas about why and by whom these successors were re-
garded as capable for their new positions. The reader may recall the successor attributes 
suggested by Chrisman et al. (1998); relationship between incumbent and successor, rela-
tionship to family members, family standing, competence, personal traits and present in-
volvement in the family firm. More specifically, Chrisman et al. (1998, p. 21) stress the 
heirs’ “stake in continuing health in the company”. Other advantageous attributes refer to compe-
tences and experiences outside the family firm (Davis & Klein, 2005). The actual succes-
sion process, however, is facilitated by a close relationship between old and new genera-
tion. Furthermore, family standing can be crucial, since potential sibling rivalry can be 
avoided although this choice may occur naturally and without considering other the succes-
sor abilities (Chrisman et al., 1998). 
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First of all it is worth mentioning that the successors in all Dagens Industri articles were 
family members. This illustration constitutes rather one-sided findings, especially in respect 
to the ‘relationship-to-family-member-dimension’. Since no alternatives for each particular 
position were presented, it could be anticipated that family members were preferred. Using 
‘Securitas – a family firm’ as example, a non-family stakeholder stated the importance of 
family presence. That is why the interviewee supported Sofia’s nomination as board mem-
ber. The younger generations’ interests and contribution in terms of a long-term perspec-
tive was also appreciated by (non-family) stakeholders in the case of H&M. Karl-Johan 
Persson himself stressed that he was “here [in the board of H&M] to stay”. In short, Dagens 
Industri expressed that family successors were favoured from family and non-family sides. 

Although Dagens Industri reported only about family member successors, family standing 
was mentioned just in a few articles. For example, in ‘On scout for new deals for Öhman’ it 
was noticed that Claes Dinkelspiel’s older brother had left the company before his en-
trance. Similarly, Sofia Schörling, the Persson siblings as well as Josefin Hjörne represented 
the oldest offspring of their families. 

Aside family standing, Josefin Hjörne’s studies in journalism was also reported to increase 
her competence for continuing the family firm. In that sense it could be perceived that her 
choice of profession gave her an advantage to be chosen as board member. Therefore, her 
background may have outweighed her previous inexperience as board member. Such ex-
periences, on the other hand, were communicated in the article about Sofia Schörling. Yet 
it was noted her previous board work was connected to a subsidiary of the family firm. 
Best prerequisites for becoming CEO were seen in Maria Skårberg due to her stepwise ca-
reer in the firm and resulting knowledge. Finally the reader should have in mind that the 
appropriateness of all these successors was pointed out by other family firm members. 

Another favoured attribute communicated by Dagens Industri was working experiences 
outside the family firm as touched upon in four articles. Yet, differences were reported in 
terms of decision-maker and timing of external job involvement. For example, Jörgen 
Philip-Sörensen was explicitly sent abroad by his father. Similar business experiences were 
noted in the article ‘Five generations of classic fashion’ although Charlotte Jacobsson her-
self decided to work in a corporate environment before realising that the family store was 
her future. Similar information about background and current CEO position was given in 
‘New Paulsson enters the arena’ while a different perspective appeared from Josefin 
Hjörne’s future plans outside the family’s newspaper despite her present board work. 

From Dagens Industri five observations could also be made on the relationships between 
older and younger generations. Although the articles did not clarify whether or not this fa-
cilitated the succession process, it was indicated that their bonding played a role. Interest-
ingly, these included father-son as well as father-daughter interactions. In addition to the 
ties in the Wallenberg, Skårberg and Persson families, Svante Paulsson stressed that “we [he 
and his dad] like being with each other and think much alike”. A rather different perspective on 
that matter was communicated in the article ‘Family ties gone with business’ where father-
son relationship was described as being a mixture of hate and love. Here, the transfer of 
ownership constituted a pure business deal. 

5.2.4 Motives – Perspective from Successor 
As previously mentioned, scholars distinguish among several motives that are crucial when 
deciding whether or not to join the family firm. Stavrou (1998) differentiates among per-
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sonal, business, family and market factors, while Sharma and Irving (2002) base their re-
search findings on commitment as indicator. More specifically, desire, obligation, cost 
avoidance and dependence are defined as motivation factors that inhibit or support family 
business involvement. Furthermore, the relationship among family members as well as 
family values and traditions constitute influences. Personal reasons refer to behaviours de-
rived from needs, skills and goals which are related to credibility and self confidence (Stav-
rou, 1998).  

First of all, it should be noted that motives may be interrelated and therefore present in all 
cases, although not always explicitly discussed or asked by Dagens Industri. Therefore, just 
some examples will be given. First of all, since all successors were family members, family 
ties were contributing in all cases; positively and/or negatively. A similarity could be ob-
served in the articles reporting about Karl-Johan Persson at H&M and Sofie Gunolf at In-
diska. In both cases, it was emphasised that the younger generation was accompanied by 
the family firm since early childhood. Differences between them were yet made by using 
expressions such as “I have a strong commitment to H&M” (Karl-Johan) and “It feels safe to have 
grandmother, uncle, mother and the rest of the family as sounding board and backup” (Sofie Gunolf). In 
relation to the latter statement, it can be argued that there was a family dependency which 
made Sofie take over in Indiska. Similar family obligations were expressed in the articles 
‘Put new colours in dad’s store’ and ‘On scout for new deals for Öhman’, since in both 
cases the fathers asked their sons to join the family business although due to different rea-
sons. Interestingly, Dagens Industri made clear that Anders was not needed in the paint 
shop but yet followed his father’s wish.  

In connection to family factors, Dagens Industri also communicated differing personal fac-
tors. These seemed to be most unique for each individual in comparison to family and 
product/market influences. Yet, the scope of this work leaves room for just a few exam-
ples. Controversially, both Persson successors differed in their motives; while Karl-Johan 
was presented as rather committed to the business, Charlotte entered another part of the 
family’s operations in order to differentiate herself from her brother. Svante Paulsson, on 
the other hand, tried to escape from the family business because of his fear of being called 
‘Erik’s son’.  

Succession motives in form of product and market interest were also mentioned in Dagens 
Industri yet only in the articles about Josefin Hjörne and Claes Dinkelspiel. In reference to 
the young Hjörne, it was reported that she took interest in studying journalism and media 
as well as that her new responsibilities as board member presented an opportunity to learn 
more about the company and the industry. From the other example it became apparent 
that Claes saw an opportunity in the business environment of the family firm. 

5.2.5 Succession Procedures 
In contrast to the message of increased family business involvement, differing motives and 
successor attributes, Dagens Industri did not explain a certain course of actions. Yet some 
important factors contributing to the success of succession were introduced. Interestingly, 
also family business literature does not suggest a certain succession behaviour.  

Overall, from Dagens Industri articles it became apparent that succession requires most of 
all time and communication while also formal procedures should be considered. The im-
portance of the time aspect was related to finding individual roles and learning about the 
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company. Communication, on the other hand, was stated to be helpful when deciding 
upon who gets what but also to avoid family disputes.  

For clarification and emphasis, it should be mentioned that Dagens Industri used two de-
terring examples of broken family ties. A fight about ownership distribution separated the 
brothers Sven and Jörgen in the case of Securitas, whereas the reasons for this break were 
not explicitly reported. Background for why the Herlin family fell apart was connected to 
the father’s decision of transferring ownership to only one of his heirs. This situation was 
worsened by the fact that all remaining siblings were neither compensated or nor informed. 
In contrast to this example, from ‘That is how we divide the power’ it became clear that 
family harmony was ensured by open and long discussions when dividing responsibilities 
and the businesses. The importance of communication was expanded to other stakeholders 
of the family firm in the article about Maria Skårberg. From this example, it could also be 
learnt that factors such as freedom and trust from the older generation were valued among 
successors. 

Interestingly, only one article stressed that succession involves emotions that could be con-
trolled since formal agreements were present. In ‘Five generations of classic fashion’ formal 
contracts were used to determine future responsibilities of the parental generation as well 
as compensation solutions for the non-involved sister. Lastly, legal support seemed mostly 
related to family disputes. 

5.2.6 Completing Succession 
Before completing our discussion on succession, the reader may recall that Steier (2001) 
distinguishes among following succession modes; unplanned, rushed, natural and planned 
transfer of social capital. In addition, Davis and Harveston (1999, p. 311) suggest that suc-
cession should be seen as incomplete if “the founding or succeeding generation retains a significant 
role in the organisation post succession”.  

Generally, Dagens Industri reported in all articles that previous generations were still alive 
and could support the succession process, although further elaborations were not made. 
However, from four articles it became evident that succession was initiated by the parental 
generation because of a feeling of sickness and/or tiredness or business problems. More 
specifically, Dagens Industri exemplified succession initiation as consequence of health 
problems in following two articles; ‘Dad is my sounding board’ and ‘Put new colours in 
dad’s store’. A planned sale of Öhman was expressed as reason for why Claes Öhman was 
asked to return to the family business. Another interesting reason for why succession was 
initiated, was by hearing about failing succession behaviours of other family firms, as 
pointed out in ‘Dad is my sounding board’ and ‘Put new colours in dad’s store’. 

As indicator of completed succession, six articles communicated a notion of decreased in-
volvement from the previous generation. Although in only three examples a detailed de-
scription was given, it was still possible to observe that the current position held by all six 
retired generations did not include significant responsibilities. More specifically, in ‘Conver-
sion under the gallows’, it was stated that the parents slowly withdrew from the operations 
whereas both sons were in charge. Similar illustration was made in ‘Put new colours in 
dad’s store’. Nevertheless, decreased involvement was presented differently in the article 
about the Wallenberg family since Peter’s new focus rested in the trust. Also Maria Skår-
berg’s father decided to limit his business involvement to board work; yet she continued to 
address him as boss.  
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6 Conclusions 
This chapter concludes the findings from our interpretations chapter.  

 

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate what kind of ideas Dagens Industri as institu-
tional carrier communicates about succession in family firms. To better be able to answer 
this purpose, two research questions were derived, which also constitute the foundation of 
our conclusions. 

 

(1) What forms of family firms are mentioned in relation to succession in Dagens In-
dustri?  

Dagens Industri reports about different family firms and distinctions are made by using 
business, ownership and family indicators. Clear information is given about the industries 
in which family firms operate while the most represented industry is clothing/textiles. It is 
shown that family firms can differ in terms of ownership structure since controlling own-
ers, sibling partnerships and cousin consortiums are found. Yet, it becomes apparent that 
sibling partnerships are more common than family firms owned by a single person or cous-
ins. In addition, the ownership form most referred to is principal ownership, which is 
shared by siblings or non-family business partners. Furthermore, family firms differ both in 
age and generation active in the company. 

 

(2) What kind of picture can be noticed about how succession should proceed?  

Dagens Industri provides no clear description about how to proceed in succession. Yet it is 
communicated that succession is a process of incremental change in the family firm. This 
includes a step-wise transfer of responsibilities to the younger generation and a simultane-
ous withdrawal of the present generation. The outcome of this shift is influenced by time 
as well as communications.   

In addition, it is noticed that succession takes form of both ownership and/or management 
roles. The presence of a family successor is seen as advantageous by other family members 
but also non-family stakeholder. Other positive attributes of the entering generation vary 
among family firms while special abilities or experiences are not required. On the other 
hand, the presence of other family members inhibits or supports the heirs’ choice to join 
the family firm. Reasons for family business involvement, however, vary among successors.  
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7 Final Discussion 
This chapter summarises some of our findings that stand not in connection to the purpose of this study. Yet, 
these aspects are important to reflect upon, which will lead to suggestions for future research.  

7.1 Reflections 
First of all it should be noted that the three-circle model as well as its individual dimensions 
are a rather theoretical approach to defining family businesses. Practical difficulties oc-
curred since too many aspects had to be considered. In other words, this model might be 
helpful when following the development of one family firm. Comparing across family 
firms, on the other hand, is hindered by the fact that the model lacks a constant variable as 
a basis for comparison. 

Additional considerations refer to the message and trustworthiness of Dagens Industri. In-
spired by Karl-Erik Gustafsson’s suggestions, we observed that a majority of articles fo-
cused on reporting about success and extraordinary behaviours of family firms. The fash-
ion store Jacobssons, for example, represented a family business that could successfully be 
held within the family for 150 years and 5 generations; thus since 1855. Failures and prob-
lems in small family firms, on the other hand, were neglected but emphasised in connection 
to popular and legendary family dynasties. Another notion of tabloid journalism can be 
found in Dagens Industri’s overstated headlines that not always reflected the information 
given in the articles. A sensational approach could thus be found the article called ‘Third 
generation takes over H&M’ that actually referred to the event of Karl-Johan Persson be-
coming a member in the H&M board. Although Karl-Johan did not comment on the ques-
tion if he would follow his father’s path, Dagens Industri instead used the opinion of a 
non-family shareholder to communicate its perception on the topic. Put differently, the 
headline of this article was found to be a reflection on the shareholders words of “I came 
here to see the young man who will take over H&M on day”. Thus, a rather skewed picture of ac-
tual facts is perceived considering the amount of people that limit their newspaper reading 
to headline scanning. In addition, Dagens Industri was perceived to leave much room for 
interpretation while also contradictory messages were signalled. More specifically, ‘H&M 
anonymous steps forward’, ‘New Hjörne in power’ as well as ‘Disagreement about CEO 
position at Baby-Björn’ communicated about the board entrance of the younger genera-
tion. Nevertheless, what was labelled as succession in the first two examples, did not ac-
count as the same in the case of Baby-Björn. 

7.2 Future Research 
Following the reflection upon Dagens Industri’s message about succession and family 
firms, its influence as institutional carrier was not investigated. Yet, it should be noted that 
also institutional theory limits its focus on institutional carriers to their presence. Thus, a 
theoretically as well as empirical elaboration on institution carriers is suggested. 

Interestingly, some articles indicated that parental generations tried to avoid succession be-
haviours that were observed as inappropriate in other family firms. Thus, future studies are 
suggested in terms of other media that communicate and influence succession behaviour.  

Finally, succession literature comments on the problems of parental generations to leave 
the family firm. This, the other hand, was not perceived in the articles of our study where 
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succession was initiated and emphasised by the incumbents. Initiation reasons were, how-
ever, reported in terms of health problems or tiredness. Hence studies on initiation motives 
and procedures would be beneficial to avoid wrong succession premises.  
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 Appendices 

Appendix 1 – Word Combinations for Test Search 
 

 Search word 1 Search word 2 No of hits Date-range
1 Family Firm 

(Familjeföretag) 
Generational Shift 
(Generationsskifte) 

22 20050101-
20061231 

2 Family Firm 
(Familjeföretag) 

Generational Change 
(Generationsväxling) 

8 20050101-
20061231 

3 Family-owned 
(Familjeägda) 

Generational Change 
(Generationsväxling)) 

1 20050101-
20061231 

4 Family-owned 
(Familjeägda) 

Generational Shift 
(Generationsskifte) 

3 20050101-
20061231 

5 Family-managed 
(Familjestyr) 

Generational Change 
(Generationsväxling) 

0 20050101-
20061231 

6 Family-managed 
(Familjestyr) 

Generational Shift 
(Generationsskifte) 

0 20050101-
20061231 

7 Family Firm 
(Familjeföretag) 

Generation 
(generation) 

78 20050101-
20061231 

8 Family-owned 
(Familjeägda) 

Generation 
(generation) 

10 20050101-
20061231 

9 Family-managed 
(Familjestyr) 

Generation 
(generation) 

0 20050101-
20061231 

10 Owner-family 
(Ägarfamilj) 

Generation 
(generation) 

6 20050101-
20061231 

11 Owner-family 
(Ägarfamilj) 

Generational Shift 
(Generationsskifte) 

4 20050101-
20061231 

12 Owner-family 
(Ägarfamilj) 

Generational Change 
(Generationsväxling) 

0 20050101-
20061231 

13 Family Firm 
(Familjeföretag) 

Change 
(växling) 

2 20050101-
20061231 

14 Family Firm 
(Familjeföretag) 

Shift 
(skift) 

8 20050101-
20061231 

15 Owner-family 
(Ägarfamilj) 

Shift 
(Skift) 

1 20050101-
20061231 

16 Family-owned 
(Familjeägda) 

Shift 
(Skift) 

2 20050101-
20061231 

17 Family-managed 
(Familjestyr) 

Shift 
(Skift) 

0 20050101-
20061231 

18 Generational Shift 
(Generationsskifte) 

 97 20050101-
20061231 

19 Generational Change 
(Generationsväxling) 

 30 20050101-
20061231 

20 Generational Change 
(Generationbytte) 

 2 20050101-
20061231 
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Appendix 2 – Reading Guidelines 

⇒ Homogeneity 
o Does the article refer to several family firms? 
o Does the article distinguish family firms from other type of firms? 

 For example listed firms? 
o Does the article distinguish among family firms? 

 Size? Industry? Or alike? 
 

⇒ Characteristics of firm(s) in articles 
o Country of Origin 
o Industry 
o Size (in terms of Sales) 

 Set criteria: Small: <100 million SEK, Medium: 100-300 million 
SEK, Large: >300million SEK 

o Age (Is the firm in its 1st , 2nd, 3rd, generation?) 
 

⇒ Homogeneity 
o Does the article communicate different characteristics of one firm over 

time? 
o Does the article communicate different characteristics among family firms? 
o What information about the ownership situation is communicated? 

 Non-family owner 
 Controlling owner 
 Sibling ownership 
 Cousin consortium 
 Hybrid? 

o What information about the family dimension is communicated? (if any?) 
 Young business family 
 Entering the business 
 Working together 
 Passing on the baton 

o What information does the article communicate in regards to the business 
dimension? 

 Similar to “Characteristics of firm(s) in article” criteria 
 Start-up 
 Formalisation/Expansion 
 Maturity 

 

⇒ Succession 
o To what does the article refers to as succession? Succession of ownership 

or management? 
o If the article talks about succession in the past… 

 Succession was family or non-family member? 
 The successor was male or female? 
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 The choice and motivation of successor was planned or “just oc-
curred”? 

o If the article talks about succession as planned in the future… 
 Is succession seen as problematic? 
 Is successor planned to be family or non-family member? 
 Is successor planned to be male or female? 
 Future successor is clear or uncertain? (Summarises above men-

tioned questions?) 
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Appendix 3 – First Exclusion 
This section elaborates on the articles that were excluded during the initial scanning, as 
mentioned in section 3.3.3. Following 96 articles reported on other topics than family firms 
and succession, which is these were eliminated. The topics of these articles include, for ex-
ample, car related information, travelling reports, book reviews and life style advices. 

 

 

English Title 

 

Swedish Title 

Date of 
Issue 

The Real Thing - the New Consumer Trend Äkta vara - den nya konsumtionstrenden 2006-11-17

Share-Veteran Pulls 20,000 to Shareholders' Meeting Aktieveteran lockar 20 000 till stämman 2005-05-03

Aracruz says Clearing Rainforests Aracruz sägs skövla regnskogar 2006-01-24

Banks Affirm Youth's Overspending Bankerna bejakar ungdomars slösande 2005-01-04

The Car Saloon Sprawls in Every Direction at once Bilsalongen som spretar åt alla håll på en gång 2006-10-06

Stock-Exchange Chronicle: Good work, Investor BÖRSKRÖNIKAN: Rätta takter, Investor 2005-03-24

Bunker in Berlin Becomes Luxurious Private Palace Bunker i Berlin blir lyxigt privatpalats 2006-05-06

Construction on Fragile Base Bygge på bräcklig grund 2006-08-25

Agencies' Dream Customer Never Looks Back Byråernas drömkund ser aldrig tillbaka 2006-01-27

Charters' New Target Group: Large Families Charterns nya målgrupp: storfamiljen 2005-10-24

Civic-People Accept New Model Civicfolket låter nya modellen passera 2005-12-16

Time for New Man Turning to his Old Side Dags för nye mannen att vända sin gamla sida till 2006-05-12

The Super-Rich Benefit - the Middleclass Punished De superrika gynnas - de smårika straffas 2005-04-20

Modern Forest Owner with Roots from Cities Den moderna skogsägaren har rötterna i stan 2005-11-11

Director with Hopes in Jesus Direktören som hoppas på Jesus 2006-11-16

Elite Race Lights up Trot-Darkness Elitloppet lyser upp travmörkret 2005-05-27

New Humanism Fights Back against Irony En ny humanism slår tillbaka mot ironin 2006-05-12

Survival Fights also Concern Sweden En överlevnadskamp som också berör Sverige 2005-10-13

CFO will Bring Salvation to Stora Enso Finanschefen ska frälsa Stora Enso 2005-11-15

Outdoor Life in New Tapping Friluftsliv i ny förpackning 2006-06-03

Old Friends Should Move Gamla kompisar får flytta på sig 2005-08-23

Earl Leaves Castle Greven lämnar slottet 2006-05-23

Gröna Lund towards IPO Gröna Lund på väg mot börsen 2005-11-07

Gröna Lund Owner Wants Growth Gröna Lunds ägare vill växa 2005-06-03

He Becomes Elite Risk Capitalist Han blir riskkapitalist i elitklass 2005-10-14

He out the Cornerstone - Now Billions flow like Wa-
ter 

Han lade grunden - nu rullar miljarderna in 2006-03-24

He Sets Price Tag on Swedish Castles Han sätter prislappen på de svenska slotten 2006-06-09

He Wants to Take DN Down to Earth Han vill ta ned DN på jorden 2006-09-15

Having an Eye for New Art Stars Har blick för konstens nya stjärnor 2005-09-12

Hard Packages Hårda paket 2006-12-15
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Heavy Metal Musicians still Sell Lead Heavy Hårdrockarna säljer fortfarande blytungt 2005-06-19

Horse Lady Wants to Become the First Lady of 
Sports 

Hästtjejen som vill bli idrottens första dam 2005-05-20

History Teller Won’t let Imagination go Out of Hand Historieberättaren låter inte fantasin skena iväg 2006-02-24

She Re-forms Weil's Design House Hon formar om Weils designhus 2005-04-12

She Shepherds Ericsson's Cash Cow into the Future Hon rattar framtiden för Ericssons kassako 2006-05-23

Hötorg Art is Gone Hötorgskonsten åker ut 2005-02-16

Typo HUgtryck fUr -lvsbyhus 2005-07-22

How Broad Can a Designer Become? Hur bred kan en form givare bli? 2006-03-31

Traditional Food in New Tapping Conquers Stock-
holm Restaurants 

Husmanskost i ny skepnad erövrar Stockholmskrogar 2005-03-15

Icelanders Tiddly by Consumer Lust Islänningarna har blivit berusade av konsumtionslust 2005-06-17

It-Star Burnt Out - then Building his Dream House It-klipparen gick in i väggen - då byggde han sitt drömhus 2005-07-30

I Recognize Myself in Christer Gardell Jag känner igen mig i Christer Gardell 2006-10-27

I stand for Modesty Jag står för måttlighet 2005-06-23

Employment for Immigrants is Jens Orback's Elec-
tion Pledge 

Jobb till invandrare Jens Orbacks vallöfte 2005-05-07

The Art of War in the City Konstkriget mitt i city 2006-02-17

Meat Mountain Hunts for Accommodation Köttberget på bostadsjakt 2005-02-14

Crash Landing for Services Kraschlandning för servicen 2005-04-22

Ok-tax is Nothing for Professional-Joe Lagomtaxen inget för proffs-Svensson 2006-01-27

Let Placement Money Follow the Unemployed Låt förmedlingspeng följa den arbetslöse 2006-08-14

Lego Replaces Base Plate Lego ersätter bottenplattan 2006-06-01

Lukas Bonnier Died Lukas Bonnier har avlidit 2006-02-09

Master Meeting at Coffee Cup Mästarmöte vid kaffekoppen 2006-12-15

Mercedes Design Genius Sits on Volvo's New Se-
crets 

Mercedes designgeni sitter på Volvos nya hemligheter 2005-05-13

Environmental Tagged House with Space for Lazy 
Days 

Miljömärkt hus med utrymme för lata dagar 2006-04-21

Liberal Dads Change Society Moderata pappor förändrar samhället 2005-09-27

Newfoundland Sets Hope on Oil Newfoundland sätter hoppet till oljan 2005-10-21

New Winner Generation is Now in Place Nu är en ny generation vinnare på plats 2005-03-18

Nowadays can Adults Look like Whatever they Want Nuförtiden får vuxna se ut hur som helst 2006-05-05

Old Mutual Dominates Cape Town Old Mutual dominerar Kapstaden 2005-09-22

Opera Divas made Sweden Swinging Operadivorna har fått Sverige med på noterna 2005-11-18

Upper Class Snitch about Fine Culture and Madde-
hype 

Överklassens avslöjare om finkultur och Maddehypen 2005-09-30

Pension Advice gives Perspective on Future Pensionsråd ger perspektiv på framtiden 2005-08-20

Peugeot 407 Good for Drift Peugeot 407 öppnar för glidartur 2006-04-28

Price Record in Torekov Prisrekord i Torekov 2005-12-10

Clean House with Smokers Rent hus med rökarna 2005-05-27

Tour Guide who Becomes Happy when it Rains Reseledaren som blir glad när det regnar 2006-03-20

Travel as Most Important Status Symbol Resor viktigaste statussymbolen 2006-03-24
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Richard Hobert Calls for Risk Capital to Movie In-
dustry 

Richard Hobert efterlyser riskkapital till filmbranschen 2005-09-30

Ringholm and Freivalds, We Have Had it! Ringholm och Freivalds, vi har fått nog! 2005-10-01

Romani Prodi Wants to Make Italy More Swedish Romano Prodi vill göra Italien mer svenskt 2006-04-03

Equipped for Leading Role of Church Rustad för kyrkans huvudroll 2006-06-02

Contemporary art Hotter than Ever Samtidskonsten hetare än någonsin 2006-10-27

Records 1 Skivor 1 2006-11-02

Records 2 Skivor 2 2006-04-28

Records 3 Skivor 3 2006-03-03

Records 4 Skivor 4 2005-04-01

Records 5 Skivor 5 2005-03-04

Scouting Trends among Youth Spanar trender bland unga 2005-09-20

Spa Trends as Magic Cure for Amusement Industry Spatrenden mirakelkur för upplevelseindustrin 2005-10-07

Super Gazelle Conquers US - in its Socks Supergasellen erövrar USA - i strumplästen 2006-11-17

Swedish Chef Shines Brightest in Belgium Svensk kock lyser starkast i Belgien 2005-02-25

Swede who Buys for More than 600 Billion Svensken som shoppar för över 600 miljarder 2006-10-20

Swede who Holds IBM Secrets Svensken som sitter på IBM:s hemligheter 2005-11-18

Swedish Family opens Hotel Window to Riga Svenskfamiljen öppnar hotellfönstret mot Riga 2005-10-28

Sweden's Unknown Star lives in Berlin Sveriges okända stjärna bor i Berlin 2006-10-06

What if Europe was like Stockholm Tänk om Europa var som Stockholm 2006-10-30

Takes Strindberg to China Tar Strindberg till Kina 2005-05-24

Czech Sellers Hunt Volvo on Elmia Tjeckiska säljare jagar Volvo på Elmia 2006-11-16

Tuff Game Turn around Bleeding Game Giant Tuff match vända blödande speljätte 2006-10-24

Mysteries of Tunisia no Mirage Tunisiens mystik är ingen hägring 2006-04-21

Twin Unfolds Secret new Volvo XC50 Tvillingen som avslöjar nya hemliga Volvo XC50 2006-06-27

Tweens Kiss to Power Tweens pussar sig till makt 2005-05-19

Yesterday Entertainment in Future Television Underhållning som förr i framtidens tv 2006-05-02

Young Swedes form Future Luxury Cars Unga svenskar formar framtidens lyxbilar 2006-04-07

Why does We Follow this Way of Doing? Varför gör han på detta viset? 2005-09-28

White Treats from Austria's Tuscany Vita fynd från Österrikes Toscana 2006-08-18
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Appendix 4 – Second Exclusion 
As explained in section 3.3.3, we excluded another 31 articles because their reporting focus 
was not on family firms and succession, although this topic was mentioned. Yet the follow-
ing articles did not contain information that was helpful for answering our purpose. 

 

 

English Title 

 

Swedish Title 

Date of 
Issue 

Amway Speeds up in Sweden Amway tar fart i Sverige 2006-03-29 

Ban on Ties for Father's Day Bannlys slipsar till Fars dag 2006-11-03 

Library Gives Work for Carpentry Bibliotek ger jobb åt snickeri 2005-04-05 

Business in China no Match for Swedish Table Ten-
nis Legend 

Business i Kina ingen match för svenske pingislegenden 2005-04-01 

Construction Conjuncture Lifts Crane Company Byggkonjunkturen lyfter kranföretag 2005-06-22 

Reminded of Tjernobyl Every Day De påminns om Tjernobyl varje dag 2005-04-25 

Wealth Tax Makes Us all Poorer Förmögenhetsskatten gör oss alla fattigare 2005-10-05 

From Rosengård to Malmö’s Highest Spot Från Rosengård till Malmös högsta punkt 2006-08-25 

Frenchmen Tempted with Crisp-Bread in New Tap-
ping 

Fransmän frestas med tunnbröd i ny tappning 2005-05-18 

Frenchmen Fall for Swedish Christmas Tree Gift Fransmännen faller för svensk grangåva 2005-12-14 

Gambro Bid just the Beginning Gambrobudet bara början 2006-05-10 

High School and CD-Boxes Farmers Trick for 
Growth 

Gymnasium och cd-fodral bondens knep för tillväxt 2005-08-18 

At Home With Hemma hos 2006-12-16 

Praise Entrepreneurs - They are Important Role 
Models 

Hylla entreprenörerna - de är viktiga förebilder 2006-03-30 

Ikea Dominance in Niche Over  Ikeas dominans över för nischad maskintillverkare 2005-03-01 

I would Never Buy Shares in an Airline Jag skulle aldrig köpa aktier i ett flygbolag 2005-07-16 

Larry – Billionaire after Rally Larry miljardär efter rally 2005-08-03 

When the Unthinkable Happens När det ofattbara inträffar 2005-12-28 

Normandie Offers Strong Impressions Normandie bjuder på starka intryck 2005-09-16 

New Signals Form TV-Broadcaster  Nya signaler från tv-huset 2006-12-08 

New Circus in Town Ny cirkus i stan 2006-09-16 

Paulson after Nobel, Wallenberg and Johnson Paulsson efter Nobel, Wallenberg och Johnson 2006-06-30 

Bed Family Allegedly Sleeps on Millions Sängfamilj påstås ligga på miljonerna 2005-10-05 

Schörling Creates Four Securitas Schörling skapar fyra Securitas 2006-02-10 

Skanska Safe Guards itself Against new Fiascos Skanska garderar sig mot nya fiaskon 2005-02-21 

Stenbeck Attracts for Reading this Autumn Stenbeck lockar till läsning i höst 2006-08-22 

The Storm Took their Life Work Stormen tog deras livsverk 2005-01-20 

Rethink and Shield Diversity in Ownership Tänk om och värna mångfald i ägandet 2006-11-14 

Foreigners Take over British Car Manufacturing Utlänningar tar över brittisk bilproduktion 2005-04-15 
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Spring Speeds Up in Älvsjö Våren sätter fart i Älvsjö 2006-03-24 

Vin & Sprit Sells French wineyard Vin & Sprit säljer fransk vingård 2006-05-24 
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Appendix 5 – Third Exclusion 
After our first and second exclusion, the following 15 articles could be excluded since their 
focus was not on succession and family firms. Yet, this became evident when extracting 
quotes.   

 

English Title 

 

Swedish Title 

Date of 
Issue 

ABB As Toughest Job for Wallenberg ABB var Wallenbergs tuffaste uppgift 2005-04-12 

Claes Dahlbäck Closes Circle After 32 Years in 
Power Centre 

Claes Dahlbäck sluter cirkeln efter 32 år i maktens 
centrum 

2005-04-11 

The Quiet Dynasty Den tysta dynastin 2006-12-01 

Simplicity Theme on First Gazelle-Conference Enkelhet tema på första Gasellkonferensen 2006-10-12 

New Generation Weil Builds Own Network En ny generation Weil bygger eget nätverk 2006-03-03 

Future Car Hangs on Thin Line Framtidens bil hänger på en skör tråd 2006-05-30 

Royalties and Celebrities Wear France Heaviest 
Brand 

Kungligheter och kändisar bär Frankrikes tyngsta 
varumärke 

2005-05-06 

Mälar-Gazelles Make Joint Effort Mälargaseller slår sig samman 2005-04-29 

On Stable's Hillside You Are One Among all Others På stallbacken får man vara en bland alla andra 2006-11-21 

Right staff a Must for Gazelles Rätt folk ett måste för Gaseller 2006-06-01 

Lumber Mill Memories in Print Sågverksminnen på pränt 2006-09-11 

Ringleader Takes Break During Elections Upprorsmakaren tar paus under valet 2006-07-21 

We are not for Sale Vi är inte till salu 2005-02-16 

Wallenbergs Check in TV-Show Wallenbergarna synas i tv-serie 2006-12-12 

Wallenberg Turns Down SEB Proposes  Wallenberg tackar nej till SEB:s friare 2006-10-12 
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Appendix 6 – Information About Dagens Industri 
Karl-Erik Gustafsson starts the interview by noting that Dagens Industri is the second big-
gest business newspaper in Northern Europe after a Finnish competitor. This Finnish 
newspaper reports about companies of all kinds of sizes in comparison to Dagens Industri 
whose focus is on corporations. Furthermore, the newspaper is represented in Sweden and 
has therefore a national focus while local newspapers, on the other hand, are more local in 
terms of readership and focus.  A potential reason for this focus can be found in its financ-
ing and its audience. Dagens Industri is partly financed by advertising and partly by sub-
scription fees, whereas the latter constitutes direct profit to the newspaper. More specifi-
cally, since large firms subscribe to Dagens Industri to a higher degree than small and me-
dium firms, the business newspaper also reports for this majority audience. 

Dagens Industri’s dependency on advertising connects the business newspaper to the tab-
loid business model. This categorisation finds further confirmation in Dagens Industri’s 
style of writing and use of language. Karl-Erik Gustafsson notes that Dagens Industri arti-
cles are usually rather short and compact, using simple and fast read language. Most jour-
nalists have no or rather limited background in the world of business and economics. Some 
freelancer, however, might have a degree in economics. Another tabloid characteristic is re-
lated to the choice of topics, namely sensational reporting where success concepts stand in 
the centre of attention. Inaccurate reporting and/or journalism that leaves much room for 
interpretation is another Dagens Industri attribute. Karl-Erik Gustafsson also mentions 
that the newspaper has a section called ‘Dagens Industri corrects’, although its influence is 
questioned considering the amount of articles published through internet reporting.  

“People can judge for themselves.” 
(Karl-Erik Gustafsson) 

Further, Karl-Erik Gustafsson states that Dagens Industri has changed during past year in 
terms of features and circulation. The business newspaper was launched in the 1970s; a 
time when Gothenburg had a local business newspaper and when the performance of 
Svenska Dagbladet8 was worsening. In these times, the publisher of Dagens Industri, Bon-
nier, introduced stepwise the newspaper that should focus on reporting about business and 
industry trends. Following, its appearance increased from initially three times to five times a 
week. During the past years, its product lifecycle moved towards maturity. That is why ad-
ditional features were added to expand the product portfolio. Examples for additional 
product extensions are online newspapers, weekend and monthly editions focusing on 
younger readers. 

In regards to Dagens Industri reporting about family firms and generational succession, 
Gustafsson notes that the business tabloid has a specific news section focusing on family 
issues. However, family businesses in general might not fit with its sensational focus and 
might therefore often be neglected. Yet, if the newspaper reports about this phenomenon a 
basic message of problematic succession in family firms during either the first or third 
change is communicated. More specifically, Karl-Erik Gustafsson comments that during 
the first generational shifts, a firm might lack successors or routines to transfer the business 
to the younger generation. When changing from second to third generation, on the other 
                                                 
8 A national Swedish daily newspaper. 
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hand, too many people may be involved, which then result in problems or power struggles. 
Some examples of succession in media businesses are given and Jönköpings Posten is seen 
as a family business that could successfully proceed to its fourth generation. 
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Appendix 7 – Swedish Headlines 
                                                 
1 Utländskt ägande oroar Finlands företagare. 
2 Sänkt skatt på tyska företagares önskelista. 
3 Svensk chef ofta över 60 år. 
4 Goda råd inför ägarbytet. 
5 Små effekter av slopad arvsskatt. 
6 Vita riddare rycker ut vid familjefejder. 
7 Lyckat ägarskifte viktigt för Sverige. 
8 Ett bra exempel på vad Sverige behöver. 
9 Kallt börsklimat och politiskt motstånd. 
10 Siba - i toppen bland landets snabbväxare. 
11 Lyckad resa från skidor till pumpar. 
12 Familjedynastin riskerar förlora kontrollen över Fiat. 
13 Brödfusion ska gynna handbakat knäcke. 
14 Litet sågverk brädar de stora i lönsamhet. 
15 Sopor blir storaffär. 
16 Framtidstron spirar när sågverk gör stor investering. 
17 Redardrottningen bryter miljardvallen. 
18 Sågverk sågar Danmark - men hoppas på Japan. 
19 Familjestrider är ju närmast tradition för Wallenberg. 
20 Burgarbröder bygger ut till max. 
21 Rika på radioapparater och olja. 
22 Nya affärer i kikaren. 
23 Klassiskt rosteri först ut med portionspåsar. 
24 Hans Rausing, 79 år - Laddar om med nytt storöretag. 
25 Maktskifte i Akelius bolag. 
26 Familjeföretag i Klippan får fart med flygande filtar. 
27 Konkurrenter bygger spår - då är det lätt att ta job. 
28 Han slåss för Sverige. 
29 Klädgurun sjunger ut om Indien och sitt livs af är. 
30 Polarbröd ur bakvattnet. 
31 Rutorna trotsar trenden. 
32 Lyckad affärsjakt i London. 
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33 Postens intåg oroar folket i Ljungby. 
34 5 Frågor till.... 
35 Schweizisk bankir gör nytt försök ta svenska kunder. 
36 Rusning efter Gustavs stol. 
37 Det är inne att vara ute. 
38 Clas Ohlsons tillväxt nästa nöt att knäcka. 
39 Byn som blev ett shoppingmecka. 
40 Högtryck för Älvsbyhus. 
41 Öhmans vd för familjearvet vidare. 
42 Rekordkö ringlar till hetaste glasshaket. 
43 Toppresultat i mätbolag. 
44 Uppstickare med bärande affärsidé. 
45 Småländsk filosofi bakom gjuten succé. 
46 Ikea tar leksaksföretag ut i världen. 
47 Pillerdosan tog familjeföretaget ut i rymden. 
48 Lantmästare räddade familjen säteri. 
49 Fem generationer klassiskt mode. 
50 Securitas - ett familjeföretag. 
51 Släktbråk inom Finlands rikaste familj är över. 
52 Pappa är mitt bollplank. 
53 Så delar vi makten. 
54 Tidningskungen lägger pressen på döttrarna. 
55 Satte ny färg på pappas affär. 
56 H&M-doldis kliver fram. 
57 Ny Hjörne vid makten. 
58 Omvändelse under galgen. 
59 Oenighet om vd-skapet i Baby-Björn. 
60 Familjebanden rök med affärerna. 
61 Tredje generationen tar över H&M. 
62 Barnbarnet leder Indiska. 
63 Ny Paulsson tar plats på arenan. 
64 På spaning efter nya affärer för Öhman. 
65 Plena vill växa med snabbmat. 
66 Förpackningar nästa för plastbolag. 
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67 EQT på jakt efter familjeföretag. 
68 Familjeföretag är receptet. 
69 Generationsskifte i hamn - utan familjen. 
70 Miljardär på läkemedel rör om i grytorna. 
71 Mekarbröder med sug efter kunskap. 
72 Företagsaffärer långt från Stureplan. 
73 Enade mot fienden. 
74 City Gross expanderar. 
75 Lär av storföretagen. 
76 Smidig väg till bolagsköp. 
77 Familjen gör miljardklipp. 
78 Köp breddar Bergendahls. 
79 Tvättvinst satte fart på affärerna. 
80 Avhoppare bygger verkstadskoncern. 
81 Creval ser dagens ljus. 
82 Handelshus gör bilaffär. 
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